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' SPECIAL VENIRE
OF 100 JURORS




Assault and Battery Charges Against





The Willis &fount killing case will
come up this morning in the circuit
court, where yesterday lodge Reed
I empaneled the petit jury that tries
the different criminal actions. When
the killing case was reached yester-
day all the regular :•panel was ex-
hausted, and there was issued an ot-
der for a special venire of one hun-
dred men, who ern to be at the
courthouse this morning et-o o'clock,
and out of which wili,be •selected the
twelve men who tee to try, the charge
against Mount, who is accused of
4
murdering Willis Natty one Sendai
morning in a gambling room above
the Stag saloon on North Fourth
street near Broadway. One time
fidiount got eighteen years for the
killing, hat in other courts the case
was continued, until now this trial
comes up. Mount objected to all the
regular panel and the judge ordered
the extra one hundred to be at the
building this morning.
The petit jury empaneIed yester
day to try the matters are Dan Wil-
lis, J. W. Morton, T. A. Geeenwall,
Thomas Herndon, S. WI. Helm, J. Q.
Thompson, L B. Ogilvie, E. C. Clark
J. W. Magnor, Arch Sutherland, A.
B. Sowell. R. A„Farthing. lames L.
Weston, R. L. Fo11; W. T Anderson,
Charles E. Gridley, George W. Har-
ris, 'Jahn ilikKeage. Conrad Beyer. F.
N. Kelly, -K. -14 Wesson, S. R. Sim-
mons, v. G. ?stiller. and J. C. Martin.
Claude Rudolph was given a trial
of the indictment charging Lim with
stealing the cow of W. Armour
Gardrier last summer Rudolph weal
ckared, while D.-1111.. Johnson was
dismissed of complicity in the charge.
There was reset oft- the sixth day
of this term the charge against W.
P. Outland of converting to his own
use the money of another.
' There was filed the false swearing
charge against G. X. Wiliton, who
was formerly manager of the local
office for the Southern Mknual In-
vestment company. Wilson had J. F.
Nicholson workiatior him soliciting
insurance and investments for the lo-
cal office. Saturday quite and Wil-
son would not*? 'Nicholson, claim-
ing- the check for his wages did not
arrive from headquarters at Lexing-
ton, Ky. Wilson swore this in c,purt;
and Nicholson proving it to be false,
Wilson was indicted for false swear-
I
\ in. but..iseems to have skipped the
i • '
'country, forfeiting, his bond he put
, up to guarantee his appearance.
There was dismissed the cam
' charging Dr. H. T. Hessig with runt
?ling a bawdy house.
There was dismissed the assault
and battery indictments against Ct. 
Nike Thomas Evitte and His 100011
Cr, Samuel Evitts. They were charg
-*------ - e it v.• I ill ---mrullifir-ORTEer "Firn
Beadles at Thirteenth and Clay one
day last summer during a ugh
brought on by the policeman orderL
ing some women oorPrif if 'saloon at
that intersection. The c'hatge was
dismissed at the request Of , coins
monwealth's Attorney John G Lov-
ett. i
German Mlatthews was fined $50
and costs and sent to jail for six
monthe for cutting • Cliff Bidwell.
Both are colored.
There wae filed away the warrant
charging Jesse B. Moos with con-
verting to his own imp atotity a wo-
man clknt of his &Wed 4141. dollect-
4 ad and foiled to turn over to her.
A. continuance was giveh Wood'
Jones and Ernest Oiment, two white
boys, charged with stealing groceries
and selling them to another party on
the claim that they owned the arti-
cles. i.,:o • 6.
: \ 'At the request of Commehrealth%
Attorney John Lovett there' as dis-
misted the embezzlement indictment
'against Lee Meyers, who while clerk
of the steamer Joe Fowler appropri-
•
Sad to his own use about,$t,soo,-so
Claimed the owners of the boat. It
was charged that he would not cred-
it collections on the books, but put
them in his pocket.
Continuances were given Samuel
Story and L. L. Nelson, charged
with forfeitures.
The rr-ord !-.-ceny c!-arrr! ;17p.init.1
Harry Phillips was continued. He is'
the young fellow charged with steal
-,I This morning a delegation of about
ing a diamond. I ninety people will pass through here
The malicious shooting indictment en route up the Tennessee river to
against James Wilkins wsa continued Shiloh National park, for the purpose
of partVpating in th:, unveiling cer-
A postponement until the next emon. ies of the Wisconsin monumentterm was given James M. Elliott,'
who is charged with forging the 
which designates the posit'on held
name of his mother-in-law, Mrs. Geo: by regiments of that state during
Barnes, to an order on Liveryman
the bloody conflict between North-
James A. Glauber and getting
ern soldiers and Southerners, uponit •
cashed by Glauber, who owed Mrs.
that. famous battleground. The del-
cotton is coining from Wisconsin,•
headed by the governor and his staff,
and at this point they take the steam-
er City of Saltillo and steamer Clyde,
that will carry them on up the river.
The Northern crowd is expected to
get here this afternoon at 3:35 over
the Illinois Central.
bliajor James H. Ashcraft, the
park commissioner of this city, will
join the delegation here, while Col.
Cadle, another comissioner, is ex-
pected on this evening's 6 o'clock1 Major Reed, of Chicago, is histor-
Illinois Central train from his home ian and secretary of the commission,
in Cincinnati. General Basil Duke, and -Is *lbw at the battlefield, •where
the third commissioner, of Louis- his divies keep him mostof the time.
ville, will go by rail to Danville, Numerous people will be picked up
Tenn., and there meet the Wiscon- from the Oho river and intermediate
sin people on their way up. points tonceompany the -party and
Next Friday the party will spend .witness the.coyernonies..
I 
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until the ensuing term.




LEFT YESTERDAY FOR PENI-
TENTIARY TO BEGIN HIS
LIFE TERM
MRS HAARD WAS WITH HIM
CANAL CONDITIONS
WISCO SIN DELECAIIfiN GOES 'valued other property in the stateatad thus they claimed that the ac-tion was in contravention of thei
fourteenth amendment to the na-
,--THRousH Tin sok H PARK tiyhae, coirncsutituticoonu.rt di
smissed the.i.0
bill of thc railroad cor.-.2•••••-• , ,',.- ,,
o..w. ..... 6 ,-, .........-1, ,_., i..-: b.....4
VOL 22, NO. 287
Wks Up Until Midnight Raceiving
SATISFACTORYHis Friends, Who Called to
Say Good-Bye.
Louisville, April 3.—James How-
ard was taken from the Lobierille
jail to the Frankfort peoit
this morning to serve a life se:ttY,re.'
He was convicted of the murder of Hopes That Decision ttegarding
William Goebel in the Franklin cir- What Kind of Canal Is to Be
cut court. He has been in jail or Built Will Be Made Quickly.
six years, and has carried his case
through the supreme court, an ad-I
verse decision from which recently' New York, April 3.—Before leav-
took away his last hope.
Howard was indicted by the grand 
ing for Tuskegee, Ala., last nigm
Secretary Taft, who came over from
jury at Frankfort in two, and sur-
Washington yesterday to attendrendered himself in My of that
year, coming voluntarily from Clay the annual meeting of the Panama
county to do so. He has always ja. Railroad company, talked at some
sisted that he is innoeetn sad, before length of canal prospects on the
leaving for the penitentiary this isthmus.
morning, repeated the assertion. I "As far ark i can 1earn," he said,
Frankfort. There was a steady
owFarradnkltion ._.
everything
caShenifunty, catieC etasktte. 
of
generally in a highly satisfactory
is progressing there
condition. I've no doubt Chief En-
stream of callers at the Jail yester- gu • tter Stevens has his troubles.
day afternoon and last night, and These are bound to come, but
Howard was up until midnight re-
affairs are in mach better shapeceiving friends.
Besides those who came in person now than ever before.
there were countless mesages. The "The only disquieting news 1
jail officials permitted Howard to have heard is that there has been
use the jail offices part of the time. la break in one of our new reser-
Mks. Howard accompanied her voirs at Colon. I don't know bow
husband to Frankfort, and will re- serious it is, for I have not re-
main there for some time. She is un- ceived an answer to a meassage I
flagging in her efforts in his behalf, sent to Stevens for giarticulars. I
and her brave devotion to him has am in hopes, though, that it can be
won her the deepest sympathy. irepaised, for the problem of provid-
lHoward said good-bye this morn-
ing to all his friends among the jail
officials and thanked them for the
kindness they have shown him.
Shortly after 8 o'clock he entered a
carriage with Sheriff Hieatt and Mrs.
Heward and was driven to the Sev-
enth street depot, where they took
the 8:3o o'clock train for Frankfort.
'Howard wore handcuffs. Sheriff
'Hieatt told him that he regretted
having to place them on him, but
that he felt his duty required him to
do so. Howard answered that ne
appreciated the sheriff's position and




ing an adequate water supply has
presented a great many difficulties.
The dry season\there is absolutely
dry. Not a drop .of water falls, and
It is essential that an adequate sup-
ply be stored against this season, if
healthful conditions are to be main-
tained. How the people managed
to survive at all on the isthmus
without water storage is one of the
wonders that has impressed me
most about the isthmus.
"Mr. Stevens and most of his as-.
sociates have taken up their resi-
deace in Culebra, where the condi-
itsons are better than at Panama atol
VIcIOUS DOG. are much pleased with the change
in location. They have now the
-1111hed--Aleur-in Poltewi advantage of. new -r town, with
Court Yesterday. I architecture suited In jthe climate,In the police court yesterday' 
morning, there was filed away the 
an,..A
good sewerage and water sys-
tems, as against the heavy build-,warrant charging Ora Reynolds and'
Lila Crawford, white, with harboiingiings, nagrow streets and oppressive
a vicious dog at their home on Bur: atmosphire of Panama. But there
nett street. will be a great improvement in
Houston Starks, colored, was fined, Panama when the Wide thorough-
Sto and costs for being drunk and. fare extending from the railroad
dillordely dawn an the wharfboat./station direct through the heart of
He is a roustabout off the Joe Fowl- the city to the harbor is completed.
er, and filling up with mean whiskey,.With the improvements in lieseerage.
wanted to whip everbody down there.' and water supply this thoroughfare
Will Briggs was fined it° and will help make life more worth liv-
co.ts for a breach of the peace.
JEFF DAVIS TO BE SENATOR
Friends Claim That Arkansas Gover-
nor zo.000 Ahead of Berry.
Little Rock, Ark., April t.—Friends
of Governor Jeff Davis are confident
tonight ,.that he will he the next
United States senator from Arkansas.
Tt is claimed that the foil count of
the votes cast at the primaries last
week will show him to,000 ahead of
Berry.
ing in that city.
"NO, I do not care to state
whether in my opinion the sea leAli
or an eighty-foot canal will Ise
adopted. 'There is, of course,: no
necessity of my testating my posi-
tion, for I am on record with the
president as favorinir the eighty-
fve-ftiot level, as both Mr. Sievins
and myself are anxious that a7tie-
cision be made soon, ire order ,that
the work can be expedited more
rapidly than at present."
is*
the day going over the battlefield,
while Saturday the Wisconsin gover-
nor and others from that common--
wealth will conduct the ceremonies
of unveiling the monument. There
were only three Wisconsin regi-
ments on the field at that 'time, and
this monument is a state affair, and
not it construction for respective
regiments.
The crowd expected is So large
that the regular Wednesday packet,
the 1::;)yde, will not be able to ac-
commodate them, therefore what she
does not take out for the Tennessee
this, evening will be picked up by the
City of Sakai°, which arrives today
from St. Louis.
The Wisconsin delegation will be
there only a day, or two, while the
park commissioners, and Major Ash-
craft in particular, expect to be gone
until the last of next week, as they
have much buiinesa before them.
A VEXED QUESTION
SETTLED AT LAST
$7,aechom INVOLVED IN MICHI-
GAN RAILROADS MUST
PAY STATE TAX.
A Decision of Great Importance to
Every State—Judge Brewer's
Opinion Veiled Hint.
Wastington„ April- joiftiy .e. de-
cision - iendered by' the supreme
court at the United States in the
Michigan railroad tax cases the rail-
ropiis in Michigan will be compelled
to pay into the state trealutry a
sum estimated at $7,000p00 in taxes
accemulatsfi since the passage of
the law an gust hereafter pay an
annpal mut f $1,5gia,000, as against
$243,06' SifiLt• the old law.
The opinion, which was by his-
tice Brewer, is a big victory for the
state of Michigan and incidents*
a victory for the right of state tax-
ation. In lattice Brewer's opinion
also contained a veiled reference
to railroad rate legislation now
pending before congress, in which
he says any attempt "to delegatF by
congress to the president or any
ministerial officer or board of 'pow-
er to fix a rate of taxation or ex-
ercise oabit legislative functions
would be adjudged unconstitu-
tional."
"But," the opinion says, "does it
follow that a state is subject to the
same restraint?"
Citation Most Important. _
The whole opinion is regarded
here at most important to every
slate in the union as well as to the'
federal government. It settles a
questioa which has vexed various
legislatures and gives valuable
advice to those now engaged in
framing rate regulation in congress.
Tbere were twenty-seven of these
cases, ill involving the validity of
act hio, t73 of the Michigan legis-
lature of toot passed under author-
ity gill, by an amendment to the
state nsilt-irtion ioro-pteil in tgoo.
This' aw changed the method of
taxing ailroad and kindred corpora-
tions fkom the old system of ex-
acting the payment of a certain per
cent o their gross earnings to an1
ad val rem system, providing for
the fi4tig of the tax value of the
railroa4s on the average value at
fehich other property in the state
is a4esscd. The taxes levied
against the various railroads of the
state alsr 4902, the first year after
the new law went into effect, ag-
gregatdd /,744.808, as against $263,-
tie mount which would have
bee'n ailed for under the old sys-
tem.
litsfilroads Refuse to Pay.
the , railroad companies 'tendered
the later sum and resisted the pay-
ment tif the difference, amounting
to $41t1.411- .
The rattened companies contended
that in irriving at a conclusion as
to-lhe valitation of their property
the state board of assessors under-
AMP.
tax authorities and upholding the
law under which it was taken and
its decision was affirmed.
Justice Brewer accepted as final
the decision of the Michigan court
as to the validity of the tax law
under the state constitution.
"There is no general superision,"
he said, 'on the part of the nation
over state taxation and in respect
to the latter the state has speaking
generally, the freedom of a sover-







BOTH SIDES HOLDING FIRM






New4York, April 3.—A special to
the *old from Philadelphia says:
Geo. P. Baer stated last night that
he did not hold out much hope that
the conference in New York be-
tween the operators and represen-
tatives of the ruiners stutil4 ha
active of any positive results.
"The), can make war, but cannot
arrange a Peace" was the statement
made by the head of the operators
in referring to the miners' ,repre-
sentati ves.
By this Mr. Baer explained that
he meant that the miners' com-
mittee Ind no -authority to make
any Reiff '-..trrattgenients and even
should the operators make an offer
that was approved by the miner,'
c'ommgtee they could not bind the
mine workers to 'it until mother
convention had been held and an
agreement approved. The possi-
bility of it not being approved Mr.
Baer intimated, would prevent any
real relief of the situation.
Position of Operators.
Mr. Baer refused to state what
position the operators would take in
today's conference, or whether any
agreement had been reached to
meet the miners half way.
"As I have said before," said Mr.
Baer, this conference does not look
promising if you desire to pee the
end of the 'present difficulties be-
tween the operators and the miners.
The fault is not oars. Uufortun-
ately, the miners' committee has
not the power to conclude any
definite agreement which might be
agreed upon.
"All we can do is to sit and hear
what the miners desire and then
state our position"'
President Mitchell and the other
members of the Anthracite Miners'
committee entered thre conference
room in the Jersey Central Building
where they are to meet iI opera-
tors about noon. Just before going
into conference President Mitchell
said "There has been no change in
the situation. t have nothing to
say regarding the anthracite coal
dispute."
MUNICIPAL PURITY ON GAIN
Optimistic Reprets to be Made at the
League Cons...m*60n This Month.
Philirde/phia, Pa., April 1.—At the
annual toteereace of the National
Municipal League, which will be held
at Atlantic City April 24 to 27, Secre-
tary of the Navy Boneperte, the pres-
ident .of tlic kagite., will preside.
Among the sfitakers will be George
Guthrie, who was receetity elected
mayor of Pittsburg, Mayor Weavo.
of Philadelphia. Mayor Dim,mick of
Scranton, Pa, and others.
Clinton Rogers' Woodruff of Phila-
delphia, secreta-ry of the leakno, in
his report. will show that in no 're-
ceding year 'have there been so Many
substantial improvements in methods,
SELL SCHOOL
BUILDING









• During the regular April monthly
meeting of the school trustees last
evening at their assembly room ill
the Washington building on West
Broadway, steps were taken look-
ing towards sale of the Fifth and
Kentucky avenue schlooa budding,
in order the trustees can dispose of
it and get money to erect a new and
touch Ilsrger struettfre out in the
central part of the residence section.
This movement was the result of
R G. Caldwell, the real estateman,
biinging before the trustees the
deal he has on with outsiders who
want a site here to erect thereon
an office building at great cost.
Mr. Caldwell ,Iliked 'Hie- board to
give a ninety days option on the
school building and grounds, stating
that capitalists away from here had
written him regarding a suitable
location for an office building. fie
o wanted the board to vaji-seist
they wanted for the ptiperty. The
trustees however, would not con-
sent to an option for ninety days
being gives, for the reason that at
the end of that time the deal for
the building may be made, and this
would bring the date up to July ist.
That would not give the trustees
time in. which._ to thea.look stoma
for a site out in the central part of
the residence section, buy same, and
get constructed-* new building in
time for is opening of school in
September. Mr. Caldwell was will-
ing to pay fora flinty day option,bst
not any shorter space of time. The
trostees suggested that he take the
building and sell it for the schools,
:f possible, with the understanding
that board pay hint a and % per
cent commission ;or making the
sale. This and other features' were
talked over in connection, with cul -
rrination that a cortimittee of Mem-
be{s Bechenbach, Walston and Pet-.
ter copier with Mr. Caldwell or any
other real estate man, to sec how
much they can get for the property.
and for what commission the deal-
ers will handle it. The reason the
trustees want to sell is because the
business part cif toten has branched
out so that nothing but stores sur-
round the school which is thereby
brought down too close . to the
commercial center. School serve
to best advantage out in the center
of the residence section, as the
scholars all come from homes which
are there by pieced in clove cons
tact with the Sd1001.
  vo.stiou cif.' rereetng A _near_
building on the North 'twelfth
street site the !maid ,'owns in the
Faxon addition, was brought up by
Supt. Lieb who pointed oat the
urgent necessity for immediate ac-
tion', he informing the trustees that
many hundred pupils live in that
vicinity, but now have to walk over
a mile to get to the nearest build-
ing for their studies. He, went
through the North end recently and
found thirty-five children whose
parents would not send them to
school because the long distance
the tots now have to' walk 'tit get
to the building closest that' 'section.
The board talked over the matter
at length, but took no definite stew
0.n the question of „platting the
principals to serve in. the choots,
being brought up. a mOtion was
made to postpone the election of
these • gentleman until the May
meeting- of the trticters Tisk pre-
cipitated a lively discussion of near.




Fiscal CiSt Yesterday Sold th
Count* ,P06e Farm to Mr. W. C.
O'Bryan for Sa,000, Possession to
Be Given in Nine Months, While




The coutt fixed the
at $1.5o per head.
Another important step taken by
the court was the sale of the county
poor farm, which will be disposed of
to W. C. O'Bryan, the real estate
dealer of this city, for $9,000. The
court has for several years 'been con-
sidering selling the county poor farm,
but never received heretofore what
they deemed an equitable offer for
the place, but now yesterday Mr.
O'Bryan offered to give $9,000. one
third of which is cash, one-third to
be paid in twelve months, and one-
Third in twenty-four months. On
the offer being brought before the
court, it was accepted, and Judge
'Lightfoot and Magistrate Charles W
• Emery selected as the committee to
draw up the deed tranfserring the
building and-grounds to Mr. -CYBry
an. The proposition carrirs with i
the understanding that the connt:
uecan contin for six months using
the building and grounds as a pea)
farm, free of charge, but after Si:
months they are to pay Mr. O'Bryai
rent, but cannot retain possession of
the property longer than nine months
as by that time Mr. O'Byran will
want full control.
After the deal for the sale was or-
dered closed, the poor farm commit
tee of Justices Thompson, Eifery
Bleich and Broadfoot, together with
Squires Gholson and Knott, were di
rected to immediately proceed to ge
some architect to draw plans and,
specifications Mr a poor farm build
sing that will be put on the "grit
• tract of ground the county authori
ties last year bought rfom GIP Hui
bands, and which ground stands on
the Husbands road, a short distance
out from Mechanicsburg. The new
structure is not to cost more than
.0.7.o. and just as soon as this com-
mittee gets the plans and specifica-
tions they are to report to Judge
Lightfoot, who will 'at once 'call a
special session of the fiscal court to
go over the drawings and take up
the qtsestion of awarding the con-
tract, in order that work can be
started by, June and the new poor
fannafistia-hed-li.y. thsi-ead-of the-osine•
months which the county can Us
the present farm. The present farm
stands rights outside the city limits
on West Tennessee street, and the
suburbs surrounding it are rapidly
building up with 'homes, until it is
becoming thickly settled. A poor
farm needs be out in the country
some distance, and for this reason
the present quarter are sold and the
new building ordered'.
It was decided by the court that
this morning at is o'clock there will
be held the election of the county
physician, who is chosen for two
years. Dr. J. W. Pendley is the
incumbent and is a candidate for re-
election, while others wanting the
place are Drs. Vernon Blythe, L. E
Young and B. T. Hall.
The court ratified the vast-needed
improvements made to the office of
the 'county clerk, county judge and
county court room this summer, at
which time all the places were put in
first-Class' condition by the painters1
end paper-hangers.
Ths-report of the county treasurer
.showed that $08,330.47 ahd been
spent out of the county road Jusul
during the past three months. leav-
lastaroo••" 
Yesterday .the fiscaLsourt of thi
county began its regurat -quarterl:
session at the county court-house, to
several days. The most- importan
thing transacted yesterday was th
r Auction of the rate of taxation fo
the county, it being cut from eight
cents to seventy-five cents, this mak
ing a decrease of five cents to the
taxpayers on every ;too worth of
property.
In making the reduction the cour
put aside 29 cents on each Slop for
the sinking fund, 21 cents for the
county levy, 5 cents for the pauper
fund, and 20 cents on the county
road and bridge fund. It took con-
siderable wrangling and' discussion
to reduce the rate, as the fiscal court
was divided upon the subject, Broad
foot, Bleich, Emery and Knott fav
oring the reduction from eighty to
seventy-five cents, while Burnett,
Lane, Gholson and Thompson were
against it. This made a tie vote of
four to four, leaving the deciding
ballot with the presiding officer,
Judge Lightfoot, who only votes in
instances of this kind.
' The judge cast his vate in favo
of the decrease, and it carried. Thi
means that the taxpayers will have to
pay $5,000 less this year than they
did last year, if the total assessmen
was the same, but the property val
uatiohs beg raised, the reduced




is fermented in Glass-Enameled Vats.
After the process of fermentation it is lagered
(aged) from four to five months in Glass-
Lined Steel Tanks, from which it is drawn
into bottles. Thus it is
In Glass from Kettle to Lip
The result is an exquisite taste and flavor,
distinctively its own, which accounts for the
sale of
137,722,150 n'ottles
of Budweiser in 1905
exceeding that of all other bottled beers.
Anheuser-Busch Brewind Ass'n
St. Louie. U.S. A.
J. H. STEFFEN, Manager,
Anheuser-Busch Branch,
Paducah. Oariss or a awn/
ing a balance now
59645.
Receiver James utterback of the
county sinking fund, reported that
$78,111.58 was in it. He also report-
ed that $1.903.31 had been paid out
of the pauper fund during the 
threemonths just past, leaving a balance
of $25,644. Out of the county - levy
fund in the past quarter $14,94t.22
has been paid, while the balance now
on hand is $6,816.92.
Former Sheriff Lee Potter reported
that since the first of this year, when
he went out of office, he has collect-
ed $7,678.87, as railroad franchise
taxes and as back poll taxes.
Chairman Thompsen, of the poor
farm committee, was allowed $10 for
the trouble he has gone to in buying
supplies and other things for the
farm.
The quarterly salaries of the coun-
ty officials were allowed as follows:
Judge Lightfoot, $431; County At-
torney Alben Barkley, $250; 'County
Commissioner R., J. Barber, jso;
County School Superintendent Sam
J. Billington, $2oo; County Physician
J. WI. Pendley, $150; County Clerk
Hiram Smedley was allowed $so for
being clerk of the fiscal court.
The following accounts were al-
lowed out of the paupers' fund for
the maintenance of poor people:
Emma Simmons, $15; Jane Count
$15; J. P. Gentry $15; Mts. Burns
$15; Ellen Campbell $18; Rufus Story
$10.
The following accounts were al-
lowed: Lendler & Lydon $18; Rob-
ert Wilkins $921.12; W. A. Law
rence $8; Mt J. Michelson, $5; Fran!
Eaker, $268; John Ogilvie $410.20
Hiram Smedley $354.65; James Eak
er $676.70.
Judge Lightfoot appointed hi
standing committees for this year
lli's-beng 'necessary on- -seeotsnt
the first of January many new mag-









Jail—Bleich, Broadfoot, Lane and
Burnett.
on hand of $1,-
WORD EXPECT9
STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZA-
TION WILL REACH Mc-
CRACKEN'S ASSESSMENT.
Many Deeds Yesterday With the
Clerk, Showing much Activity
11111101111111.11M111111 11111m0111111111111111111M1
In Realty Market
About next week County Clerk
Hiram Smedley expects to receive
word fronl -Frankfort; -Ky., --rerxrd--
ing the action of the state board of
equalization passing upon the as-
sessment of this county for state
and county tax purposes . The clerk
several weeks ago sent to the state
body the recapitulation, showing
what all properties in this county
totalled in assessment, and now
when the state body reaches these
figures, it will be decided whether
they, as total, arc to that expected
from other counties over Kentucky.
Moch Property Sold.
There was lodged for record with
the county clerk yesterday a deed
in which M. S. Owen and wife sell
to T. E. Haddox for $i73, property
in the town of Woodville dawn in
the county.
W. J. Ferguson sold to W. L.
Lamb for $1,500, property in the
county on the Paducah and Ogden
road.
For $225, land in the county was
sold to Moses M. Myers by M. D.
Rudolph and wife.
T. E. Haddox bought from R. W.
Walker and wife for $taesso, land
lying out in the county.
S. E Caldwell, Sr., transferred to
James P. Snith, executrix of the
J. R. Smith estate, land in Arcadia
beside the Trimble place, for
$3.900.
T. E. Haddox sold to M. S.
Owens for $75, property out in the
rural districts.
James Childress transferred to W.
M. Milliken for $600, land out in
the county.
Mien. Sophia E. Lanier sold to T.
E. Haddox for $425, property in
Woodville, down in the county.
Mrs. Sophia E. Lanier sold to T.
from Mrs. Rebecca Magruder for
$168.65, land out in Woodville.
John Jenkins sold to Joel C.
Clam n for $500, property on gear
ents street here in the city.
A WONDERFUL POEM
It gives reasons' for the failures of
the great majority and is well worth
perusing.
Song of the Unsuccessful.
By Richard Burton. (From Message
and Melody," with permission of
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard.)
We are the toilers from whom God
barred
The gifts that are good, to hold.
Wk meant full well and we tried full
hard.
And our failures were manifold.
We are the clan of those whose kin
Wore a millstone dragging them
down.
Yea, we had to sweat for our broth-
er's sin,
And lose the victor's crown.
.1
The seeming able, who all but scored,
From their teeming tribe we come;
What was there wrong with us, 0
Lord,
That our lives were dark and,
dumb?
The men ten-talented, who still
strangely missed of the goal,
Of them we are; it senis Thy will
'To harrow some in soul.
We are the sinners, too, whose lust
Conquered the higher claims;
We At us prone in the common dust,
And played at the clev-l's games.
We are the hard luck folk, who
strove
Zealously. but in vain;
Wk lost and lost, while our comrades
throve.
And still we lost again.
We are the doubles of those Whose
--- way
Was fostal with fruits and flowers:
Body and brain we were sound
they,
I But the prizes. were not ours.
A mighty army our full ranks make,
I We shake the graves as we go;
The sudden stroke and the slow
heartbreak,
They both have brcrugfit us low.
as
And while we are laying life's award
aside,
Spent and dishonored and sad,
Our epitaph this, when once we have
died:
"The weak lie here and the bad."
We wonder if this can be really the
close,
I.ife's fever cooled by death's
trance;
And we cry, thriugh it seem to our
dearest of toes,
"God, give us another chance."
GROWERS OF DARK TOBACCO
Large and Enthusiastic Meeting Was
191d at Springfield.
America all contribute to make this
showing of imported and domestic
dress fabrics the most broadly im-
portant ever made by the L B. Ogil-
vie store. Quality is the keynote but
price advantage will prove a supreme
attraction. See Chase.
All-wool Skirting, grey shepherd
check, 50-inch wide, Poo.
Shower-proof Cr av e nett e, 5,0.-inch
wide, tan colored, $7.so.
All-wool Suiting's, light and dark
grey and blue mixtures, it'-inch wide,
Soc.
Nunsvailing. go inches
wide, in spring colorings and black.
Charming Sprins Waists.
The new and exquisite lingerie ef-
fects, the very apex of 'style most
cleverly combined with rare economy
of price.
White China Silk Waists, with
round yoke, made of Val Lace inser-
tions, $5.00 
White Waista, made of lingerie
cloth, trimmed with baby Irish in•et:
t ion. $1.50.
White Lawn Waists, tucked and




WE CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO INSPECT THE GRAND-
EST AND MOST COMPLETE COLLECTION OF SPRING MER-
CHANDISE EVER GATHERED UNDER ONE ROOF IN THE
CITY OF PADUCAH. ALL THAT TS MOST BEAUTIFUL. FASH—
IONABLE AND DEPENDABLE IS HERE, AND HERE AT PRICES
(SHORN OF ALL HIGH PROFIT.
Dependable Dress Materials. Fascinating Wash Fabrics
Germany, Paris, England and , A riot of rarely beautiful and ar-
tistic colors woven in such soft and
filmy fabrics as to bring forth your-
instant admiration. No finer or hand-
somer materials ever came from tlie
looms, no fairer or more economical
prices were ever named in Paducah.
Mercerized Lisle Tissue Plaids,_
beautiful colorings, ts cents.
Silk Tissue Organdies, lovely floral
designs, at 3754c and soc.
German Linens in white and black,
'Sc.




Spring Assemble of Ladies' Spring
Hats. Everything that is real clever
and new in shape, color, weave and




Springfield, Tenn., April 3 -A
large and enthusiastic gathering of
L. B. 0 • vile abo Co.
farmers was here yesterday to par-
ticipate in a meeting that was held
at the Tabernacle in th interest cf
the Dark District Tobacco Planters'
Protective association. In few
minutes after the Tabernacle doors
were thrown open every seat was
taken by enthusiastic supporters of
the association
Dr. J. W. Dunn, of Turnersville
was the first speaker. He was greeted
witth much aplause when he took the
stand. He urged the farmers to sign
up for three years and talk and work
for the association and alll yould be
-welt - He also- explained certain re-
ports that had gained circulation to
the satisfaction of those present.
Mr. Chas. Fort was the next te
speak a word of good cheer to th
farmers He was' followed by th
Honorable Joel T. Fort, who made a
rousing good speech, which was high
ly appreciated and enjoyed by th
large crowd that had gathered to
hear th esituation discussed.
At the conclusion of the addresses
a call was made for all that were
willing to sign up for three years to
hold up their hands and it looked to
be almost . unanimous. It v.3% a
great day for the associatio9, as it
brought together a large percentaisei
of the association members of his
and adjoininF counties., who wenti
1home stronger in the faith of the as-
sociation than they had ever been.
Ralph Riggenberg, eleven years of
age. WAS killed yesterday by a train
at Wilton, Iowa
L. -
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident. Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Cartipbelf Meek:





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and'Monroe
And:Household Goods. Both 'Phones if






AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK PATTERNS
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
WHERE YOUR MON EY GOES FARTHEST.
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.





Steam and Hot Water Heating.







Dora Brown Sues Harry Brown for
a Divorce, and Asks For Her
Maiden Name of Dora Moore.
Richard Collins yesterday in the
circuit court brought suit against T.
II. earaAy and W. T. Ledford fur
$167, claimed due him because de-
fendants wrongfully, and without
iegal authoriee, sold some household
,furnishings of the plaintiff.
Collins borrowed some money
from the defendants who run one
ot the loan companies here in the
city. The plaintiff gave the de-
fendants a mortgage on his prop-
erty, anti claims that w:tle.ol. any
permission whatever, either from
himself or court, they took forcible
-possession June, Igoe of his be-
longings, and sold same, or with-
held them from him. He claims the
articles were worth the sum men-
tioned in his suit.
Wants Divorce.
Dora Brown yesterday filed suit
in the circuit court against her. hus-
band, Harry Brown, asking that she
be granted a divorce from him.
They were married November
17th, 1904 at Murray and moved to
this city to make their home. She
claims that he has contracted the
habit of being a drunkard, and in
addition never contributed anything
towards he support. Besides dis-
solution of the ties binding them
from a marital standpoint, she
asks the court to give her back her
maiden name of Dora Moore.
MUNDCIPAL OWNERSHIP.
Chicago Voting on Question To-
day—Fight by Saloons.
Chi)ego. April 3.—Mild spring-
like weather existed today while the
voting for musiicipal ownership was
in progress. The election has been
one of the most exciting campaign'
of a minor nature that Chicago has
ever known. No candidates are be-
• ing voted for except aldermen, but
the questions involved in their se-
lection are held so important by tbe
voters that there is every indication
of a heavy vote.
The chief question up for settle-
ment are whether or not the City
of Chicago shall proceed to operate
the street railways, and whether
S75.000,000 of street car certificates
shall be issued for the purchase of
the street car companies. The ques-
tion of high or low license lot sa-
loons has also evoked 'fnuch -feeling
on both sides, and in a number of
the wards has overshadowed the
question -of municipal ownership.
The city council recently passed an
ordinance placing the license fee at
$1,000, and the liquor interests have
made a strong fight against every
alderman who is up for re-election
who voted for the measure. A





MEMPHIS WEATHER thilkNi SEES
BIG WATER COMING.
Danger Line of Thirty-Three Feet
Will be Reached Wednes-
day Night.
Memphis, Tenn., April 3,—Observ-
er Emory, of the United States
weather bureau, announced today that
a large volume of water is in sight
and the stren7th of the Ar';an,:as
levees would be severely taxed. Mr.
Emory predicted that the Mississippi
river at-Memphis will register 37 feet
in ten days. Be announces that all
lowlands in the Memphis district not
protected by levees will be inundated.
The river here marks 30 feet today
and is rising rapidly. The danger
line is 33 feet and that stage will
probably be reached by tonight.
American Society of Equity Or-
ganized by Christian County
Farmers.
Hopkinsville, Ky., April 3.—The
local union of the American society
of Equity, an organtzatin of farmers
for the purpose of securing better
prices few all farm products, was
held here yesterday afternoon. The
meeting was peesidediover by F. B.
McCown, and a (leen- interest was
taken in the proceedings by the
large number who were in attend.
ance. J. C. Hight, J. M. Rice and
F. B. McCown were elected as dele-
gates to the, state convention which
will meet at Greenville, Ky., on
Apie 13 and te.
While the society has for its ob-
ject the securing of better prices
on all farm products, tobacco re-
ceived nearly the entire attention of
the meeting here yesterday. The
plans adopted by the Farmers' Pro-
tective association are being inves-
tigated by the Society of Equity,
and it is probable that the two or-
ganizations will join forces in dis-
posing of the tobacco crops to the
best advantage. The next meeteig
ci the society will be held here the
first Monday in June, and at that
time the attention of the members
will be giveo to formulating plans
whereby the wheat crop may be
sold at the best prices.
DIES AT AGE FRP ..r4 YEARS
OM111•1111
One Member of the Same Family
Reached iso and Ancilber 115.
Saraboo, Wis., April i.—Mrs. C.
E. Beery of this city has regitived
news of the death of her grand-
mother, Mks. Alin& Williams, at
Beaver Mills, Va., aged ny. Mrs.
Beary's great grandmother, Mn;
Virginia Hewett, lived to be iao and
a sister, Mrs. -itschsei-- Serves,.
115 at the time of her death.
In the family of Mrs.' Beery's
mother there are nine sistifts still liv-
ing and all are very aged and enjoy
the best of health.
e...
A petition asking a pardon for for
met auditor Sherricle of Indiana, was
presented to Governor Hanley, at
Indianapolis yesterday. Sherrick is
on the verge of a collapse
Improving arI Park.
It is the purpose of the manage-
irnent of the Canaries to take up im-
mediately the work of getting the
Urban Park grounds in condition. A
comModious addition to the grand-
stand will be built, tt4 location of
the diamond will he changed and con-
• prove the general conditions at the
park.—hinttoon Journal-Gazette.
Good Game for Danville.
Danville, III., April 1.—Danville's
K. I. T. League team, wkichr ,ha]
never played together before or even
practiced, entertained the second di-
vision of the Chicago National league
clubs at a little ball feast this after-
noon, which was witnessed by a big
crowd. The game was  fast and snap-
py throughout, to the surprise of
everybody, the Cubs winning by a
score of 3 to I k
Dodge and Mueller pitched five in-
nings each, allowing one hit apiece,
while Holycross, Farrell and Thontil
took three innings each for the locals.
Danville scored firet .in the second,
when Dodge hit Hurst. .He went to
second on Burow's out. Hannigan
went to first on an error, while Hurst
advanced to third add' scored on a
hit by Farrell.
Dodge an( IktifItgeb got bases on
halls in the third. •Ludgren died at
first and Dodge scored on an over-
throw. Smith and Hofman died at
Cairo Players Report for Duty.
The following men arrived yester-
day: Guy Wodring and Clifford IAA?
pitchers; Orvid Wolf, catcher, "Ba§e,
Conklin, infielder, and Claude BOO,
outfielder. Including Frank Tayeif
and the five men that reported Seek-
day, there are ii players in the city.
'Aside from Lane and Woodridge.
The men are all husky giants rang-
ing aroued 6 feet in height and aver-
aging 18o pounds. Theit appearance
Is that of clean cut athletes and if
ear marks go for anything they look
like ball players. Lane was with us
last season and his ability is too well
known to require comment. Conklin
was a member of the Cairo team dur-
ing the last month of the season of
1903. Pitcher Oscar Way, Jake Grin-
stead, Waiter Shurr and C. P. Hatch
and. Outfielder Sammy Van Sickles,
Chowning • Riven t and Jade Wagner
le and Catcher Tommy Searles will ar-
the today. at noon on .the Big Four.
"41111141111411114111141•1111k
TEXAS A STATE OF CRIME A MYSTERY SOLVED,
Noted Lawyer Appeals to People to
End Reign of Lawlessness.
Tyler,•Texas, April I.—Judge John
M. Duncan, one of the most cele-
brated lawyers in Texas, who has
been a leading member of the Tyler
bar for many years, has issued a leng-
thy public appeal, addressed to •the
people of the state, urging them. to
elect stronger and better men to of-
fice.
In his introductory remarks he
says: "If all the reports of revolvers
and guns every day discharged in per-
sonal encounters in Texas could be
heard throughout the state the sound
would be doubtless like incessant
picket firing, to say nothing of the
work of knife and bludgeon; and if
all the killed and wounded in such
aff&rs in the state for the past twenty
hours were every mornifig stretched
on the green sward fronting the capi-
tal at Austin, the scene • each - day
would resemble a battle field after a
sanguinary engagenunt.
"It would not be long until such
spectacles of blood and woe would
arouse the whole country and compel
the legislature to enact laws for the
remedy of such awful conditions Yet
the facts are just as real as though
all these things were done to bring
the truth home to the people."
CAN ANSWER OR STAY
LOCKED UP IN JAIL.
Supreme Court Affirms Decision of
Lower Court in Its ER orts to
Have Senator Butt Answer
Quecies.
•
Little Rock, Ark., April 3.—The
supreme court handed odwn an opin-
ion today affirming the action of the
lower court requiring State Senator
Butt to answer questions propounded
by the grand jury concerning the
boodle transactions. daring the ses-
sion of the last legislature.
'Butt is under indictment charged
with accepting bribes.
He declined to answer questions,
claiming a right under the constitu-
tion not to incriminate himself. The
court held that he must answer, stipu-
lating that answers would not be
used to his disadvantage in subse-
quent trials.
Butt went to jail on charge of con-
tempt and appealed to the supreme
court. On finding of the latter tri-
bunal he must answer questions or
remain in jail indefinitely.
SENDS DYNAMITE BY MAIL
Sticks are Large Enough to Blow
Postal Car to Atoms.
Esterville, Iowa, April L—Postal
clerks an roads riftming into this
place are in a nervous state because
of the discovery that John Johnson,
a farmer living near here, has been
ordering and receiving dynamite by
mail.
The discovery was made when
Johnson went to the town of Greet-
finger to telephone a local hardware
firm to send him another stick of
this high explosive. It was then
learned -thit the firre la teen -peek-
lytg sticks in small boxes labeled
"files" and sending them by matt.
Johnson had been drilling a well
upon his farm and the point of the
drill kept breaking off in the hard
rock at the bottom of the hole.
Dynamite lowered into the well had
been used to blast the rock. The
sticks -were large enough to have
blown a mail car to atoms. The pos-
tal clerks will have the hardware firm
which sent the dynamite by mail




Officers of Defunct Guthrie Bank and




Guthrie, 0.. T., April 3.—Three in-
dictments were returned by the grand
jury last night against Thomas A.
Neal, ex-districr county clerk here,
and a brothel-in-law of Chief Justice
Burford, charging him with' embez,,
zling court funds amounting to more
than $20,000.
Eight indictments were returned
against Charles E. Billingsley and
thege_agaitpes C. Robb, presi-
dent and vice-president respectively:
of the defunct Capitol National bank,
holding them for the bank's failurC
B'llingsley was held under a $ta,cloo
bail and Robb and Neal each held
under a ̀ bond of Se,000 each. Neat
is at present in the Oklahoma ihsane
atilum at Norman.
The Simple I.Afe.
• Aunt Polly and Uncle Alex Logs-
don of Edironson County, Idy. are
jstire eXponents of I
simple life "and having always
td it.
?flfir. Logsdon, who is known as the
"Patriarch of Ednionson county" bas
first. Brown led of with a two-base never seen a city larger than Owense
hit in the fourth and went to third on IdoTo, and was there only once, in at-
Wicker's sacrifice. Beebe filed out' tendance on the State Fair. That was
and Brown beat the throtit in. Brown' the only time he ever rode on a
Iled. in the honors. again in the sixth, eteam taitroid or street car. He it
getting a three-base hit., Noonan wail seventy-seven years old and his wifenut at first and Hannigan fumbled sevrenty-six. ,
Wicker's drive to center. Wicker
west to see'ond on Beebe's base on Saturday night Davis arrived. The Traveling Auditor Frank. it
halls. Dodge was thrown out at first.' Selobidt, of the Henderson Brewitter hearty reception accorded him was es
Brown again scored on Rothgeb's ' company, is in the city visiting their) me* a mystery to him as was his call-
, lug to the "Thirty Club."—ChIcagoflyout to Burrow, local office.
Such important problems as the Pan-
antis canal quelition, the future of Rus-
sia, frenzied finance and the like were
mere bagatelles to the "Thirty Club."
Is indeed a misfortune that President
itoosevelt never heard of the "Thirty
club." It is an organization without a
eharter, and its members are men of all
Callings. The meeting place is the hotel
odic', the time after midnight, and the
most prominent members of the order
Ire the printers who work on the morn-
ing papers. Of these there are a half-
down. When the knights of topography
appear they deal out the latest telegraph
news, and long before the morning pa-
pers are issued for the rest of the world
the "Thirty Club" has settled every-
thing.
Lockwood, the stage manager; Kro-
mer, the traveling salesman; Cromwell.
the buttes' and egg expert 'fur a South
Water street firm; Humphrey, the res-
taurant man• and Davis, whose calling
Was for a long time a Mystery to all, are
ether members of this nightly senate.
When the policies that involve the
destinies of nations are disposed of the
'Thirty Club" turns its considersUon to
other less important matters. Stories
are sometimes the rule. Some of the
stories told at the "Thirty Club" are so
good that famous after-dinner speakers
'Would give anything to hear them.
Davis, "the mystery," as he was
termed by some, is one of the best story
-tellers in the crowd. MIs experiences
have been most varied. Whenever he
gels the floor the rest of the dub listens
latently.
Being a versatile member, always
good-natured, and ever ready to tall a
Joke, of which he is invariably the butt,
be is a welcome member In the "Thirty
ChM."
Despite his verbosity, however, Davis
still held within an atmosphere of re-
serve that warned away the Inquisitive.
He never told the "Thirty Club" what
be did for a living. Inasmuch as he
chose this course, us member presumed
to ask ealightenment. Nevertheless,
every member took a great interest ix.
Davis. all wanted to know what he did,
but none dared to ask. Finally it became
a rule when any knotty problem
presented to a single member of the
club to answer: "That's as deep a mYi!
tory as Davis' job."
One morning Davis did not take as
much interest in the doings of the "Thir-
ty Club" as usual. He came in the
oillee without greeting the crowd.
When the "Thirties" adjourned that
night Davis was seen to hand a roll con-
taining 44 crisp Mie bills to the night
clerk for eafekeeping.
He offered no explanation for the big
sum of money he carried. If such a
thing was possible the mystery sur-
rounding the talkative member's bul-
lies. deepened.
Nut night Davis was absent from
awn call. The clerk volunteered the in-
TerInatiOn that he "paid up and left."
eral nights the bank roll wax the
as jict of conversation. The "Thirty
rier 
Club" could have used the talents of a
Sherlock Holsies. The fate of SAWS,
was aethiag to the mystery surrounding
Dee,. really it gave up trying to
seft the mystery. Davis was gone and
they decided to forget that he WWI ever
• member of the "Thirty Club."
Three weeks 'Inter Kromer packed his
grip and bid the club good-by. He was
off for the trip in Wisconsin, Minnesota
and the Dakotas. He, too, was soon
forgiittes. Nothing called bins to mind
again until • telegram came one morn-
ing early. The message was addressed:
"The Thirty Club, P— Hotel, Chicago:
(Do not dellyer until alter midnight)
Have solved tbe mystery surrounding
Davis. Arrive Piker° 3:30 a. m. Hold
club until I arrive. Will explain.
"Kromer."
The message was delivered at one
o'clock in the morning. It was present-
ed to Chairman Glmmell by the night
clerk. The chairman read it to the
"Thirty Club." It is needless to say
that the members watched the clock
tick slowly until the hands pointed to
3:30. Then the suspense became ter-
rible. At 3:50 a cab rolled up to the
door, and Kromer, grips in hand, stepped
out. He ran into the hotel, and as he
removed his gloves he began his story:
"Fellows, I see the "Thirty Club' is all
accounted for except Davis. I know
however, where he Is about now. When
I was headed for Chicago a train ahead
of us was wrecked. My train came up
to the wreck and along with a party of
traveNng men we went down the track
to see the smash-up. As we came up a
familiar figure, clad in long overcoat
and high boots, approached. It was
Davis. He was as happy as a lark. After
greeting me he explained 'that his two
carloads of stuff was not hurt in the
least.' He would, not lose a cent or have
any trouble with the railroad. Of course
his talk wax a mystery to me. I was
prepared to see two carloads of fine
horses, but Davis surprised me. He
pointed out two carloads of turkeys and
chickens.
" 'Do they belong to you?' I asked, in
ourprise.
"'Sure, and they are the best ship:
went of the year. You remember the
twenty-three hundred dollar roll I land
*hen I last saw you? Well, there it lc'
" ̀DIT111,' I ventured, emboldened to
the point of militying my enriosity
'what do you do for a Wring?*
" 'Whw, don't you -fellows in the
'Thirty Club' know that? I OM the
buyer tot the largest houltry firm tit
Chicago. All that stuff gees to, South
Water street to supply Chicago's Christ-
mas and Ne'er Tear's dinners. If you are
going back now, tell the boys I will be
with the& Saturday night.'"
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(CASH WITH oast a $4.118)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS, PINS.- NAILS. TACKS-or GLASS. Hones, the thick rubber tread
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can an .•10t," also rim ',trip "H"
Me ptilsand Mips ̂n- ---
be vulcanized like any other tire. 
d 
to prevent rim cutting. This
Tee Hundred Themeamil pits now in actual use. Over tiro will outlast any other
aleventy-lve Tbemend pelts sold last ysr. 
make-SOFT, ICLASTIO and
EASY HIDING. •
wpriel=nyi Mode in all sizes. It is lively and easy tiding, very durable sod tined inside
th a of robber, which never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
without &newts( as sit to moue. We have hundreds of letters from satOded customers stating
that their tires hadonty bees pumped up once or twice in a whole season. They weigh no more than
an ordinary tire, the poodure resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric cm the triad. That "Bold thg Hawk" seasatiou commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or .oft roods is oemasese by the patent "Basket Weave" treed which preveuts all air from bei
"Tsetse] out betimes the tire aad tbe road thus overdosing all suction. The regular price of tPe
Sires is pl.eo per pair, bat tor adverthing_purpomen we are malting a *eclat factory prier to the ri
St °sib, kat per pair. An orders shipped-Ms* day letter is raelvid. We ship C.O.H. attaggrOvet
Ton dio set pay a east este you have emendated and found them strictly as namaid.
f 3 per cent (thereby maishig the price e&SS per pea) II you send
TitTilLwIlledalituirlitgli 2.41CuTi I
t 
ot and raids this advertisement. We will *hie Wad eloe nickel
rpuitilttudietspebrirloserehludtoTeledP uudin teiwitillutiOf istelli.c.21L441 
closers al heti paid ordess (these metal
bor estrywhelbeemils.Tires to be eturned
at OCR come* II/ airy resew' may ati• Os ce
IlesSr=ellratteble bed swan sent as le M4 as In a beak. Ask year Postmaster,
or seen eke
ot the el this ez about ea. II you order a pair et
Vies, rue steallVilitaotA%will Ado , rya ,wear War, lust burger and look
tkals any the pee have e usedver p know that yea will hem well pleased
Set wile* yin west • bicycle you will give us,y..r ceder. We want you to seed as a small trial
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WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
1111111illim
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for 8c.
Paper usually sold at gc we will
iSell. at 
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Winaw Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
`U. V . • 11.' & •
LEE  315 Bo.






MAIM, tilNUR & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,











REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.. •
(Incorporated)
Kegister Building, 523
'AMES E. WflKkL.M, President.
JOHlt WILHELM, Treasurer.
11i0BERT S. WILHELif. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-classziail matter.
One Year . .15.00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25
One Week .10
Anyone failing ki receive this paper
regularly should report the mager to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
A.F5f.p
->sail< April 4, 1906.
That Appointment.
- Throughout the city yesterday the
e weral topic for discussion was the
appointment of the republican news-
paper as the official organ of the city,
by the city attorney who was elected
as a democrat.
That the appointment created a
profound sensation in political cir-
cles is to put it mildly. Some few
politicians accepted City Attorney
Harrison's resons for his action as
given in a letter to the general coun-
cil alleging that there is no demo-
cratic newspaper published in Padu-
cah, e hilt a great number hoot at
the reasons given.
A sensational publication bearing
On the matter appeared in an after-
noon newspaper, and of so serious a
nature that the interest of the public
as well as all concerned, demands a
full and complete investigation of the
matter. The substance of the publi-
cation implies that efforts were madeS
i to dispose of the appointent of the
official newspaper .for a pecuniary
71777e7=L This is a matter that
the city attorney, who makes the ap-
pointment, cannot peenet to go un-
challenged, nor the mayor of the city
as chief executive, to suffer go unin-
vestigated. Either the allegations
are true or they are untrue. Either
an official appointment was sought
to be made a matter of barter or it
was not. If true, an effort to com-
mit a crime was made—if not true a
grave injustice has been done the city
'•attorney. The matter can easily he
settled to the satisfaction of the
public by a full investigation.
So far as The Register is concern-
it can he stated thatAt- was ap-
pointed as the official newspaper of
Paducah three years ago by the then
oity attorney; that fall he was ds-
feated and The Register went out
with him, and took no further inter-
est in the matter. In March 1905
City Attorney Harrison, of his own
volition, inviitel the eider owner of
The Register to his office to discuss
the appointment of the official news-
paper at that time, and was sold that
it he woUld appoint The Register
that it would be glad to accept it and
he stated that if he did not appoiat
The Registr then that it should have
the appointment next year (1906). In
February lock, Mr. Harrison extend-
ed another.invi tion to discuss the
matter, and of, *tzs own vblition stat-
ed emphatiyy that he would ap-
point Th f Register.- About two
weeks lat
i
we Were satisfied that The
Registe would not get the appoint-
went, and when we say satisfied, we
have good reasons for saying it.
Some of the friends of' this paper
claimed that they had promises that
The Register would be appointed
-ea 'at ff-Isin give---ntr---trutit -Monday
night In this number were two dem-
ocratic city officials who have been
"assailed" by this paper.
As The Register never held an ap-
pointment under the present citjiat-
torney, the appointment of the repub-
lican paper makes no change in our
fortunes. The News-Democrat held l
the appointment for two years, and
yesterday expressed its belief that
the appointment went elsewhere be-
cause its.directors "spurned with con-
tempt certain pecuniary propositiont"
made to them. In Itar issue of yes-
terday morning we published a copy
of the letter of City Attorney Harri-
son giving his reasons for appointing
a republican newspaper. The very
fact that The Register for a number
of years has been the same independ-
ent democratic newspaper,, .makes it
rather strange .that City Attorney
Harrison regardsd it as being eligi-
ble in March istos artil February 1906,
be in that class.
but. reached another conclusion only muRRAy
a short while since.
The Register has never pretended
to be a political newspaper, and the! COURTHOUSE
more we see of politicians, the less;
confidence we have in mankind and
Me more determined we b 'come in I
our. efforts to lend ow aid and influ-
ence towards electing honest men to FIRE STARTED IN GARRET
office. . AND BURNED ALL PUB-
That The Register makes no pre- LIC RECORDS.
tionsions to being a political newspa-
per is known to every voter in Pa-
ducah, hence the effort of City At-
torney Harrison to make it appear
that the newspapers of the city, other
than his republ'can appointee, are
sailing under false colors, is an in-
justee to this paper and is but a
mere subterfuge on his part. We
wish to state most emphatically and
unqualifiedly that The -Register is ()tett-tired; ...destroyingmuch valuable
not of the City Attorney Harrison property. In .this fast instance
stripe of democracy, and that it has though it is not so much the build-
ing that went up in smoke, as the
county records in the county
clerk's office and that of the county
American judge and other officials, while there
was reduced to ashes every. docu-for manli-• Inent id the circuit clerk's quarters
also.
The courthouse occupies the cen-
ter of "the square.' at Murray and
is a brick structure, but very old.
and worth only a few thousand do!.
lars. Fire was discovered up in the
garret about 7:30 o'clock by parties
passing that way and the bucket
brigade quickly answered the alarm
to fight it, but the flame had such
a great headway that it was use-
less to try and save the court-
house proper, so the department
turned its attention to the brick
building standing beside the court-
house, and which side structure was
formerly used by the county clerk.
By hard work the flames were kept
horn destroying it, and as result
this piece of property was saved.
The loss to the county is one of
great importance as the offices had
no iron vaults, therefore the records
were not properly protected, and
were destroyed.
It is believed a firebug exists
around there as last Saturday night
many thousands of dollars worth of
property went up in smoke, While
only a few months ago the tine
school building was destroyed, and
in each instance the origin of the
blaze has been thought to be in-
cendarian.
BURNED
most excellent reasons for IV wish-
ing to
Heretofore' the great
name of Harrison stood
ness of highest order.
It must be very enjoyable to be
able to bask in the rays of the Sum.
Dowie's Downfall.
Sooner or later the clock strikts
the knell of every human individual
or work. It is not to be escaped and
every individual carries innate knowl-
edge of the truth.
Yet in all history there have been
mien and women who -have boldly
made claim to a power superior to
mortality, and always there have
been those who admitted and sup-
ported the claim.
That every one of such claims
made by mankind has been disproved
does not seem to discourage at all
their constant recurrence any more
than deaths discourage births.
The collapse of the headship of
Dowie in the Zion City/movement is
only, one in the endless succession
and is not likely to have any more
influence. in preventing the rise of
other movements than have other
collapses. It hot -ever, empha-
sise one sideeME lattitable which
is an imperative conditi8n of the gen-
eral uplifting of humanity, and that
is recognition of its own limitations.
For years Dowie has been teach-
idg that sickness lesson's,- sin, or the
wages of sin, and if man will cast off
the sin the sickness will disappear.
The doctrine has won a considerable
following in the teeth of practically
universal knettellretge -that sooner. or
later to all alike there will come the
proof that sickness is not sin, nor is
unspotted saintliness sound health.
Now he himself facts...the ..alternetive
of admitting sin or that illness may
be something else than sin.
The Chicago Election.
At 12 o'clock last night word was
received over the wire from Chicago
that while the returns from many
wards and outlying precincts were
not in, Mayor Dunne was of the
opinion that the question of munici-
pal ownership had carried.
China and Russia.
The Chinese empire is hostile to
occupation 'n Manchuria .by Russian
soldiers and a clash between troops
of the two countries is imminent.
BANKRUPTCY
REFEREE BAGBY WENT TO
WICKLIFFE TO TAKE UP
MOORE CASE.
Claimed That Mike Caldwell Wil
Get LiYinzston Indictment Dim-
missed—Douglas Stock Sold.
It Is Thought a Firebug Exists
Around There, On Account of
Recent Peculiar Fires.
' Last evening at Murray the coun-
ty courthouse went up in smoke and
it begins to look like 'a firebug is
getting in his worlothere, as of re-
cent many suspicious blazes have
Dr. Hicks' o ce bog Broadway.
'Phone 432 . Residence ,f`ses Bsoad-






Protracted Meeting There De-
veloping Into !Great Reveval—
Broadway Preaching.
The, services being conducted at
the Second Baptist are developine
into one of the great revivals of
Paducah as last evening the build-
ing was packed, while several hun-
dred people were on 'the outside
listening as no available room ex-
ited inside. Rev. Farrar is preach-
ing some of the greatest sermons
over heard here and the awakening
of the people is not confined to the
immediate vicinity or the church,
but over the entire city. Last even-
ing the subject for discourse was
"The Greatest Pardonable Sin" and
it was indeed a. deep and • fot.ceful
exposition of the mighty truth.
Thus far twenty conversions have
been effe cted, v, utzny
added to this last night. The shop
meetings every noon are increasing
in interest daily until yesterday
htiudreds of the I. C. mechanics
surrounded the ministers at 12
o'clock and heard the sermon. Each
afternoon at 3 o'clock a prayer ser-
vice is held at the church.
Referee E. W. Bagby, of the bank
ruptcy court, was in Wickliffe yes-
terday hearing evidence in the Ocy
11totiee pfoceedings, where- the latter
wants a discharge in bankruptcy.
Claimed Will Dismiss.
Next week. circuit court comes up at
Stnithland and it is claimed there
will then be dismissed the indict-
ment charging Mike G. Caldwell, of
thi4 city, with failing to properly ac-
count for same monies he collecte
in Livingston county for the Frank
lin Life Insurance company, which
he represeted. He left this part o
the state some weeks ago and ha
never returned. •
Broadway Methodist.
"The Helping Purpose" was the
theme yesterday morning kigs. Rev.
J. B. Culpepper's sermon at the
Broadway Methodist church, while
at 3 o'clock .in the afternoon his
son Rev. Burke Culpepper preached
on "The Value of Small Things."
Last evening the Elder Mr. Cul-
pepper spoke on "Compromise."
There were two cdsversions last
night and many requests for pram.
The meetings are being held'datily
at to a. m., 3 p. m., and everybody
is cordially, invited to attettd.
W. T. C. U. Meets.
The Paducah W. C. T. U. will
meet tomorrow afternoon at three
Sold Douglas Stock. o'clock, in the lecture room of the
Constable A. C Shelton yesterday t First Baptist church under the aus-
sold the Henry A. Douglas grocery, pices of the depastment of medical
and saloon establishment of South temperance, of which Mrs. Emma
Third street, for $870, to satisfy judg- :Byrd is superintendent. An in-






THAT'S THE WAY THE SIGN READS IN OUR WINDOW,
AND IT REFERS TO A NEW LINE OF MEN'S 50 CENT NECK-
WEAR THAT WE OFFER AT 25 CENTS. WOULD BE GLAD
TO HAVE YOU LOOK AT IT.
WE OFFER A SPECIA LINE OF MEN'S NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
—ALL THIS SEASON'S GOODS.AND THIS YEAR'S PATTERNS
—AT 85c.. THE HISTORY OF THE LOT IS THIS:
THE FACTORY HAD REMNANTS OF GOODS, ENOUGH TO
MAKE ONE, TWOS OR MAYBE.HALF A DOZEN SHIRTS, BUT
NOT ENOUGH TO MAKE A LINE OF SIZES IN EACH PAT-
TERM .WHILE WE HAVE ALL SIZES, WE CAN'T GIVE YOU
'EVERY SIZE IN EVERY PATTERN. THE SHIRTS ARE WOIRTH
IN THE REGULAR WAY ONE DOLLAR AND A DOLLAR
FIFTY, BUT WE OFFER YOU CHOICE OF ALL FOR 85c.
A FINE CHANCE TO GET UP-TO-DATE SHIRTS AT A VERY
LOW PRICE.
WHILE ON THE SHIRT QUESTION WE WANT TO CALL
YOUR ATTENTION TO A LINE OF WHITE SEMI-NEGLIGEES
IN NARROW PLEATS, WIDE PLEATS AND FANCY EFFECTSAT soc FOR CHOICE. . •
ALSO TO REMIND YOU THAT WE CARRY A BIG LINE OF
MEN'S COAT SHIRTS AT ONE DOLLAR.
Men's Collars
ALL SIZES, ALL STYLES 'PIENS COLLARS AT toe EACH.
THESE ITEMS ARE WORTH YOUR TIME AND ATTENTIONCAN'T WE SHOW YOU?
Mall &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH, KY.
Bicycles. MOON Bicycles
1906 Models Ready for Inspection.
The "Tribune," i"Rambler," "Monarch"
and "Imperial"
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to seethese fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the con-viction that they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital canproduce. ill Is •10We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps. Bells. Sundries,etc., at right prices.
"Old winds taken in exchange." "Repair mop is lull blast,"_
THE OLD IIELIABLIL
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
x26 and 138 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
SATIONY FOR POLITE
CORRFSPONDME
In Boxes or By the Pound.
The very latest designs ii cloth filesh paper with fashionable cut en-velopes to match. We are making extremely low prices for the next3o days in order to introduce the new line which we have just putin stock.
Harbour's Book Department.






N fore the train pulled AB OAR RAI
• they rode anyhow. This was just be-
up on the bridge
r)ey iu:ormed him they had none,
while Clawson said that he would see
John Clawson,.colored is lockd.
uliliere oiflhIe chirge of cutting Sam
Adams, colored, porter of the Illi-
nois Central passenger train that
came in last night at 8:35 o'clock
from Cairo. The/cutting happened
before the train left the Illinois side
of the Ohio river at Cairo, therefore
Adams goes back tO the Egyptian
city this morning to get a warrant
charging Clawson with being a fugi-
tive from justice. This document
will then be sent here and the ac-
cused gotten back on the Illinois
side of the river. Then another war-
rant will be issued, charging Clawson
with maliciously cutting Adams.
The cutting occasioned considera-
ble excitement amongst the passen-
gers on the train last evening, but
they shortly subsided on Clawson
being locked up in a car out • of
harm's way.
It seems that Clawson, who is a
big, 'burly coon, got on at Cairo, in
company with two other darkies. He
is from Evansville, In, and was the
only one of the trio having a ticket,
which he gave Conductor Robert
Dawes when the latter reached them
in the coach. The conductor called
for the "ckets oi the two others, and
coming from Cairo over to the Ken-
tucky side of the river. While the
conductor was telling them they
meant& -have-to pay, the &A:ire& Vir-
ter Adams came walking through
the car, having just flagged a cross-
ing. Clawson doubtless thought that
Adams was coming to put them off,
when Clawson pulled his knife, and
with one swipe, laid the porter's
cheek wide open, the blood gushing
from it in streams.
Clawson was overpowered and car-
ried to the front coach, where he
was locked up by the train crew, to
be brought here and arrested. At-
tention was given Adams until he got
here, when doctors dressed his in-
jury. When the train reached Elev-
enth and Broadway at 8:30 last
night, Clawson broke through a win-
dow, and made his escape from the
locked coach where he had been a
prisoner. He did not enjoy liberty
long, hoever, as the eagle eyes at
the Union depot, Officers Hurley
and Singery, quickly got on his trail,
and he was caught out about Bud
Quarles' saloon. 14e was locked up,
while 4dams goes back to the Egyp-
tian city to get the necessary papers.
Lawyer Frnik I.-Ileac has returned
















Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The Fyst American Life In-
surance Co. The Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders











Room 111, Fraternity Mel
C. MANNINO SEARS, M. O.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
TIME [DES
BE WISE AND CaLT A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-




EST KINDS, OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OCR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS.
MODERATE. WE CARRY A















Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Colanders
Framed right up to date in five mkt-















He Agreed Not to Boiler .Any of
the Men Working at Rehkopf's
Establishment.
!acted 'Up' co, the, lucky man will • be
directed ..to report here ,for duty.
The comxisittge dues not have to re-
port bacit ta the full legislative
boards for permission to make the
employment, as when the matter
was placed in their hands they were
given power to act in the premises.
Mr. Washington has letters from
quite a number of good men stating
ior what they will come 'here and
get up the drawings that the en-
gineer cannot make on accented of
all his time being consumed with
other public improvement duties,'
Yesterday morning C. iE. Sweat-
ran of the Grossman-Hohe leath-
erworking . ciancern of Cincinnati,
was arraigned- before Actin-g judge
Dave Cross of the police court, oa
the charge of ..eilticing and coercing
the laborers at the Rehkopf 'estab-
lishment here to quit their positions
and go to the Queen City for work
for Swcatman's comyany. When
the accused was arraigned for trial
in the morning, the defendant en-
tered a demurrer to the warrant,
but Judge Cross overrulcd this and
then set last evening at 7e30 otcloek
as the time for hearing the evidence"
end giving the trial. The workmen
et Rehkupf's are busy aU during the
day, while yesterday all lawyers
were engaged in the circuit court
that opened, therefore t was more
• convenient to hear the gitocetcling
after nightfall.
The matter was never entered in-
to though, 3s when the acting judge
convened court last night, the law-
yer* for both sides informed him
that a compromise had been effect-
ed, whereby Sweatman agreed to
leave the city and not disturb any
• oi the workmen under camtract to
labor for the Rehkopf plant. In fact
• Sweatman agreed not to interfere
in any manner, • by trying to get the
Paducah men . to quit -their places
and go to Cincinnati to work for
him. There is a strike on at Cm-
•ctnnati between the union men and
Sweatenan's firm, and he was
charged with coming here to get
some of the non-union men of Reh-
kopf to quit and became attache!






The Sewer Committee Could Not
Get Together Last Night to,
Employ Extra Civil Engineer.
Monday during the councilmani::
meeting President George 9. Mc-
Broom ,Of tliat body was empowered
to select a etuncilmanic committee
that will meet a like body from the
aldermanie board.. for the purpose
-of revising .the rules and regulation.
that govern, all actions taken by the
two municipal legislative hoards.
The president did not get to "elect
counefiraanic committee until
yesterday muroing, when he chose
41 lllembers Van Meter, Kolb and
tatterjohn, Who will now get the
like body from the alde7trien to-
gether. and make whatever changes
they deem advisable for the regu:a-
tions.
,The present rules under which
the two boards are working, were
foemulated several year% age), and
needed reforms will now be effect-
ed, including many improvements.,
Sewer Committee.
te3ee d to hold a meeting last even-
city sewer committee in-
ing with City Engineer Washington
to enable him to iubmit to them the
propositions he has received from
outside engineers, -stipulating for
wh4t montrithey_ van_ crania -here tee
get up the plans and, specifications
for the new sanitary sewerage dis-
trict the city ilitAttis \ermstrueting.
On account of dffferent things keep-
ing many (*lithe tommitteetnen
away, the ga(Cering was not held,
but will be sometime today or to-
morrow. When the committeeRien
do get together the city engineer
will recommend to them what civil
engineer tp employ from areontrat
the list wanting the position, and
just as soon as this is done and
CHARITY CLUB
MEETS TODAY
THIS MORNING THE LADIES_
GATHER AT THE
PALMER.
Entertaining Talk Made By Mrs.
Stephen Wiley at Delphic Club
—Miss Maurtheimer's Affairs.
The monthly meeting of the!
Charity club will be held this
morning at to o'clock at the 'lel-
iner, and probabilities are final re-
ports will be made of the orgatiza-
non's work during the past winter,
which season is now over, and die
poor do not need fuel and clothingl
Much good has been accomplisheff
the past winter and the ladies feel
quite gratified over the results.
Entertaining Talk.
Yesterday morning the Delphic
club rooms were tilled with a large
throng of ladies drawn out to hear
the -Art Talk" delivered by Mrs.
Stephen Wiley of California, who .3
now here while en route home from
a European tour. Mrs. Wiley has
many charming views she took
while in the foreign lands, and ex-
labition of these accompanied her
remarks. She formerly resided in
the county here and is visiting
different friends while o nher way
homeward. The family wept to
California some years
AIrma .11litunlieimer.
This afternoon at the Washington
building auditorium on VIestoiltit ade
way Miss Maunheimer appears for
benefit of the high school, while to-
night she entertains at Temple
lineal, with the following pro-





Mr. Peter In Businesk
Brahmson
Mrs. Lcadbatter
 A Lodging House Keeper
Roisie  Her Daughter
Mary. _Ann  ,Merely
Beethoven A Dog
Dick A I3i rd
Scene—Mrs. Leadbatter's Lodging
House, Baker Terrace, London.
Time—Present.
Qua re—OlFeetoir e Bat iste ). Mr.Harry Gilbert.
Part 1--"All work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy."
Quartette--"Ever" (Stuart), Miss
Ida Hart, Mrs. James Weille, Mr.
Slavic Mali, Mr. Emmett Bagby,
Part II.—Mary Ann and Lancelot
become co-players- in a little
comedy.
iBaritone solo—"Ki as Me, Good-




011ie James, Lucky Enough to Oa
Through Without Coat.
Yesterday was the time in which
all candidates should have paid their
fees to get into the primary that was
to choose the Democratic nominee
for the fist congressional district. As
Congressman 011ie James was the
only one entering the race, the pri-






The Approach of Real Spring Is
Here and Proves Incentive for
Rush in Retail Trade.
Yesterday and Monday were most
beautiful springlike days and each
were the cause of _bringing thous-
ands of shoppers down into the
city, especially in ' the afternoons.
The business hauses reported that
the spring trade is gradually coming
on 4nd things are picking up in
this line.
Yesterday thousands of people
were down upon the river front
gazing upon the mighty Ohio river
which is gliding swiftly by, and
nearly- ready to leave its banks, be-
cause of the hi c; rise brought en by
the rainfalls aro Ind the headwaters
of the stream and its tributaries.
Many are not aware that the stream
is so high, bet are finding it in a
Nery rampant condition in visiting
the river front.
While the stinshlee lasts, visitors
to Oak Grove cemetery will be
charmed by a sweet singer frora
.Sunny Southland who sits on the
very topmost twig of a giant Elm
near the entrance gate. At any rate
he perched there last Sunday after-
noon; he was lonesome; there is no
question about that, but if the
marvelous little songster will only
keep up his recitals, he will not only
win a mate but also the hearts of
all .visitors to the silent city.
His .notes are not in requiem for
those who sleep beneath; rather
they ring with the joyful thankful-
ness of Gloria Patria and Gloria
Nfundi. How fitting it would be if
this wondrous, charming, living
thing sprung from an inanimate
egg—type of reourrection—would
favor us with another song ifervice
on Easter Sunday.
Surely spring has come to stay
for now there are here thebluebirde
and the begge:av—one flits about the
twigs, 'tother sits about the coolers,
God bless 'em! He made- 'em both.
But while the blue • birds sing, don't




McCracken Circuit court; Katie
Walbert, .1tei Plffs., agt. Equity,
versus Ilephirt E. Walbert, etc.,
Defts.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred An, . Reed,. suaste:
commissioner of this court, to take
proofeX assets and liabilities of
the e of James T. Walbert, de-
ceased, and all persons having
claims against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file
the same, before said commissioner,
on or before the 16th day of May,
19°16, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the hands of
the administrator or commissioner,
unadministered, and all persons are
hereby enjoined and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through this suit.
Ordered that this order be pub-
lished in the Paducah Daily Regis-
ter as required by law.
A copy attest:—
J. A. Miller, Cterk,
By W. C. Kiddi D. C.
 110e
Louis Pechloefell, a painter at
Jacksonville, Ill., dropped dead while
working on a church steeple yester-
day. His body lodged on the roof
and was removed by. the fire depart-
ment.
44445 -meeting of- he mrnttiee
Sidney Smith' foff, and next Saturday at the Prince- r.
will be declared the nominee of the 
DENTIST.
party to succeed himself. Thu1 Office over Globe Bank and Trio*
means that James gets the nom .n: 306 Broadway.
tion free of cost.
Tom Plintirner, a miner. was :Int
through the hand by Mershal Willis
while °resisting arrest yesterday at
Sullivan, Ind.
All the union carpenter. of Rock-
ford, Ill., went on strike yesterday
because the employers refused to
grant the eight-hour day.
OLIVER, OLIVER & BrOREGOR
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Beaton, Ky., rear bank
Marshal/ County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 3o3
MOUNT CASE
DETECTIVES WM. BAKER AND
T. J. MOORE GO AFTER
THEM.
Anthorities Have Never Yet Arrested
Murderer of Wm. Augustus—
Bethahares Harness Stolen.
This morning at 7:45 o'clock De-
tective' WIlliam Baker goes to Crit-
tenden county, Ky., after Jeff Walk-
er, who is to be brought back here as
a witness in the _Willis Miountkihh-
ing .charge, which comes LIP this
morning in the circuit court. Walk-
er was in the gambling room the
night of the shooting, and although
summoned to attend as a witness has
never responded, and now the sleuth
goes after him. Last evening De-
tective T. J. Moore went to Fulton
after another witness, in the same
case, and comes back this morning.
Augustus Murder.
As yet the authorities have never
caught Albert Shumate, the young
man charged with be-ing the one who
during a fight in the I. C. yards here,
delivered the blows that resulted in
the death of William Augustus, the
brick-layer who was murdered about
six weeks ago.
Herpes, Steden.
Yesterday Judge J. L. Bethshares,
of South Sixth near Clark street, re-
ported to the police department that
someone slippect into, his back yard
and 'stole a fine set of buggy harness
that had 'been left put there.
Inflammatory Rheumatism.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter re-
mains confined at his home on South
Fourth street with a severe attack of
inflammatory rheumatism that is
causing. him much suffering. Detect-
ive William Baker was in charge of
the force last night in place of the
lieutenant. The other officials are
doubling up to fill the ailing gentle-
man's place While he is away. 1
Dr. Lynn D. Adams and bride,
Miss Anna Lake Haynes of Smith-
land, passed through yesterday en
route East on their wedding trip.
NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
/728 Board, Eugene, Res., 1813
Bridge.
1156-2 Brooks, S. B., Res., Benton
Road.
I4V5 May, W. A., Reik, 124$
1745 Nance, R. D., Res., Thirteenth
and Jefferson. '4;1'11
1156-4 ' Reed, T. J., Res., Benton
Road.
Like other commodities, telephout
service should be paid according to
its value.
We have in the city about 2,800
subscribers or five times es many as
the Ind,.pendent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
times as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people fom your borne. Call
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for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH TIIIRD STREET.OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 6og.NEW PHONE 334. PADUCAIT, KY.
ma to WashingOishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of theseveral fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-duce. Unless, of cost-se, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the livingrooms. Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., 323 Kentucky A•renue.
...mommomormommousTiournpammelb
All Kinds Monument* and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone`
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental andBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.






We MakeShoes to Order




We have any style you




Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets Paducah, Ky.
$30.00 to $150.00
Each
We have any style you




By ALBERT BIGELOW PAINE
(Copyright, 1905, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
In the electric light I saw that It
was not. McGowan, though he was fit-
ting a key into IdcGowan's front door.
een I remembered that all the Mc-
laowans were away for the summer.
I stealthily approached. I leaped
uson his shoulders.
"No resistance—you're hay prisoner!"
"That's so," he grunted. "I'm it."
We marched toward the jail( I had
been in office but a week, and was
proud of my first capture. He seemed
ieclined to be sociable.
-Pleasant weather we're having
now."
I agreed that it was warm foe May.
"Great thing, these electric lights."
I assented to this, too, adding that
they were a protection to honest peo-
ple.
"Yes," he nodded, "the profession
hasn't much show these days."
We were at the jail presently. I
halted in the 1161A Le d corridor, and,
pushing qpcn a dc.or, stood aside UN
him to enter.
"This is your room. Hope you'll
tind it comfortable."
He looked about approvingly.
"Hm—southern exposure—head to
the north—very nice, thank you."
"Glad you like it. Anything I can
do further?"
"I rise early—suppose you have ate
called for my bath at seven."
I was going through his werestad,
clothes. tie was unarmed. H oc
eta contained a little-a very Mae--
change, and a small bunch of anti-
quated keys.
"Couldn't do much with thou
things,' I commented.
"It is rather a poor outfit," he
agreed. "Lucky I struck these free
lodgings. I suppose I'm good here tIL
court slue"
"Yea—second week in Septeenser."
"Just tits in with my plans. I think
like it here first rate. Good night."
I went away, grinning at his assur-
ance. There was something free and
'western about it that appealed to me
I rose early, toetiave a look at him
1 by daylight I listened a moment at
his cell, then called through the little
grated window.
"Seven o'clock!" I said. "You want-
ed an early call:"
The cell was empty.
I began to have an uncanny feeling,
and wasted no time in getting out into
the morning sunshine. As I openid
the door at the end of the corridor I
haw that somebody was sitting on the
step. lie turned just then, and I rec-
ognized him. It was my guest of the
night before.
"Good morning:" he greeted. "It
was pleasant outside, so I didn't wait
for my call. I have been enjoying the
aunties."
I only stared at him.
"By tiae way, your locks are rather
poor," he added. "You forgot to leave
me a key last night, but it made no
difference."
I pulled myself together.
"Perhaps you'd better come in now,"
I suggested, "and let me go over yen
agafn for those skeleton keys. I ap-
preciate the fact that you didn't run
away, and I want to treat you well,
but business is business. I'm the new
man here, and the public eye is upon
me."
He returued to his cell quite willing-
ly. There was literally nothing on his
person that I could discover. I looked
at him helplessly. He smiled—a pleas-
ant, reassuring smile.
"Don't worry," he consoled; "rm
not likely to leave. I might go farther
and fare worse."
lit followed quite submissively to a
cell across the way, where there was •
lock of an altogether different pattern.
"I'll bring your breakfast down my-
self," I said. "Don't go, please, before
I come," and went out, carefully lock-
ing the door.
Soon after I went to the window and
looked down on the wide jail yard, in
one corner of which was a vegetable
garden. A man was weeding one of
the beds. Then I stood stock still and
stared. The man in the garden was
• my guest.
That was my weird summer.
I set myself now to solve this mys-
tery—the secret of his power. When
I locked him in his cell he showed no
desire to leave it so long as I was near.
Absent for a moment, I would be like-
- -sir toshear -the--lawn mower, -anti -w
look out to find him cutting grass.
I tried friendship. I had installed
him as a harmless eccentric, helping
me for Me board. I now proceeded to
make his stay pleasant. Books, pic-
tures, a carpet and some furniture
were placed in his quarters, and I in-
vited him to my privatq table. His
conversation was usually cultured and
Interesting, but gave me no clew as to
his secret
It was during the first week of Sep-
tember that the cashier of our local
bank fell dead one morning, just be-
fore opening time. Then it was found
that nobody else knew the combination
of the safe--nobody but the president,
who was somewhere in London or
Parts.
Such a matter is of importance in a
country town. I hurried over and saw
the vice president In his private office.
• I did not go into details. I merely told
him that I had a fellow helping around
the jail who seemed to know a good
deal about locks. I added that of
course I could not say as to his expe-
rience with combinations, but that he
seemed to have a faculty for opening
such locks as I hed been able to offer
him. Perhaps he could work the
•
•
bank's combination without hurtisg
-the safe, and save the expense of Chi-
cago experts.
The vice president was Incredulous,
but willing to let the fellow try. If he
succeeded they would pay him some-
thing handsome. Of course it would
be impossible. Their safe was one of
the best. Even experts would doubt-
less use tools. Still, he might try.
Sands was picking beans when I
found him—Sefton Sands was the name
he had given me. He put down his
pen to listen.
"I want you to do it, Sands—for me.
rhat beak was against me in the elec-
tion. I am likely to need them by and
by."
"What make of safe is it?" he asked,
as we hurried along.
I told him. lie
"That's rather a different job front
those toy locks of yours."
"But you'll du it!"
"I'll try. Stranger things Lave nap-
pened."
We had reached the hank by this
time. Bands walked directly over to
the safe, merely nodding to the vice
president. Tht banker's smile wee a
mixture of telt .on and contempt.
"Well," he 1....ssad, "I suppose you
can open it." •
Sands laid his fingers on the lock,
but made no reply.
"Pretty good safe, eh?" sneered the
banker.
Perhaps Sands was a bit annoyed.
"Oh, yea" he admitted, pleasantly.
"Pretty good old bread box; but I
wouldn't keep cookies in it, if I were
yea."
The banker flushed.
"Oh, you wouldn't! Well, I'll just
give you a hundred dollar bill U you
open that old bread box!"
Perham Bands did not hear him. He
waa bending very close to the combine-
ti, a knob, beginning to turn it with
Otis tapering, sentient fingers. Some-
how we all became still, watching
those marvelous fingers as if fascin-
ated. The way they slipped and crept
and hovered about the secret of that
nickel disc wrought a spell of silence
upon the little group of watchers.
Something in It all suggested the cat
stealing noiselessly upon its prey It
was almost hypnotic.
Presently the fingers hesitated.
ceased. A wave of disappointment
swept in upon me. A smile grew on
the banker's face.
For an instant only—the cat had but
gathered'for the final spring. So fast
the eye could not follow, the fingers
lent the revolving disc 'plinking to the
right. An instant's pause, and a sec-
ond spinning, to the left—shorter this
time. Then once more to the right—
to the left—to the right—a slight
clicking sound, and Sands stood facing
us.
"Your safe is unlocked, sir. I will
allow you to open it."
• • • • •
It was on the night before court
opened that I went quietly down the
'Corridor to his -cell. His lamp was It?
—but looking in I could not see hint
Rather eagerly I unlocked the door.
Sande' cell was empty, and a note lay
under the shaded lamp.
"Dear Sheriff, and Friend: —It grieves
me to go without saying good-by, but
I do not wish to embarrass you with
further responsibility. As it is, your
conscience may rest clear. I was not
trying to enter that house last spring;
aequatatance. For ns I will not
wished only to oplatite doer of your
explain, my supply' a funds was .low
and temporary seclusion desirable. I
needed quiet summer retirement where
I could complete certain Plans and ex-
change light exercise for sunnier
board. You have treated me like
gentleman, and la return I have only
been able to keep your garden in or-
der, and to oblige you in the little mat-
ter of the banker's safe, which, though
having no wish to be in the pubile
eye. I was willing to undertake at your
request. The banker's reward will car-
ry me to where I have reason to be-
lieve there is a piece of art work need.
ed that hi likely to pay very well.
Please keep the little bunch of f an-
tiques--some people might call teen
keys—as a memento of our friendship.
They were only intended to unlock
your sympathy. Put with them, tot
contrast, the inclosed, from yours
gratefully,
"Sefton Sands."
I shook the envelope and something
fell out. It was a slender piece of steel
wire, sharp at the ends, half circular
In form, probably to fit some hiding
place. It seemed very stiff, yet ap-
peared to have been variously bent and
straightened. I worked with it for an
honr—bending, straightening and
twisting it in the cell lock. It was of
so- evatisia s_flagerse 1
should have remained imprisoned
through the ages had my release de-
pended on that bit of steel.
A week later the papers were filled
with accounts of the great burglary of
the Metropolitan National. It was
without parallel in the history of bank
robberies. A tunnel requiring month.
to construct bad cniminated with $
_piece of lock work of such surpassine
skill that bankers, detectives and safe
manufacturers were alike appalled A
vast sum of money had been obtained
I read these accounts with ihterest
and rather guiltily telegraphed Sands'
description. Nothing came of it. The
burglars were never captured, and
my conclusions may have been quite
absurd. Yet I have somehow always
connected the affair of the Metropot
itan National with the "piece of art
work" referred to by Sefton Sands.
Battle Picture.
Thomas M. Henry, a noted With*
marine painter, has just finished a pi*
tyre of the naval battle of Copenhagen
.0111 2, 1801, which covers an area ol
90 square feet, and has on it 66 pounds
of paint. The industrious artist won
out 50 Lruehes on It.
YOUNG MAN FROM JAPAN.
Knew But Few Words of English,
Yet Know How to Be
Polite.
The other day, at a railroad station
a Japanese young man was noticed
among several Americans, who were
eating, that is, bolting, their food by
jerks. He knew but few words of Eng
lish, but managed to call for some
oysters and coffee. He ate and drank
with most exquisite manners, and at
tracted much attention by his frequent
use of "I beg your pardon." When he
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for
it, he said in a sweet voice to the man
before whom he had to pass his arm:
"I beg your pardon." One coarse fel-
low, who sat with his hat tilted over
one eye, surprised even himself by
pushing the plate of crackers toward
tne polite little Japanese without even
being asked. He did not look up, as
If ashamed of being caught in the
act.
Conversing afterward with the young
man from Japan he admitted that he
knew less than 100 words of our lan-
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you,
If you please and you are very kind
were phraees he could speak very dis-
tinctly, and by means of them made
his way wherever he went
Politeness coats nothing and is the
passport to every good in life. It never
fails to bring returns. This Jap was
unlike a little American girl I know,
aged five.
Recently her father brought home a
humorous book, teaching politeness by
showing the shockingly bad manners
of a family of children.
"ffidna," he said, "I hors those funny
pictures and stories will help you to be
more polite"
"It's of no use, papa. It will take
more than a book to teach me man
nem You can't teach an old dog new
tricks."
MORAL VIEW OF "TIPS."
ThIlo•ophical Essay Distributed as
the Guests of • Summer
Hotel.
At one of the summer resorts where
hotel life comes very near being robbed
of all its terrors, the following circular
Is given to the guests:
Tips and fees: The evils and annoy
emcee of this custom are generally con
ceded. Tips are given for one or more
of the following reasons:
Custom, which is mere imitation.
Fear of being thought mean, which
Is cowardice.
Desire to be thought generous, which
Is vanity.
Desire to help the poor, which is
charity.
Desire for some favor inconsistent
with full justice to others, which is
bribery.
Because, in some places no reason-
able service can be hae without tip
ping, which Is a "hold-up" by ser-
vants. Because some extra service is
wished, not covered by the pries paid,
Which is entunendahle desire to DV
for all received.
Appreciation of satisfactory service
already rendenred, or of personal lik
ing, which is generosity and good will.
Our employee have been 'elected U
self-respecting and unwilling to put
themselves In the place of ordinary
hotel servants. They are neither ob
jecte of charity nor social brigands.
From the first five motives out
guests should be free, and from the
sixth motive our employes are free. II
prompted by the last two, all should
be willing to accpt the plan, rarefuily
matured after ten years' experience, te
pay for extras in the regular bills and
to reward for specially meritc•rione
service only at the end of visits.
MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY.
Bede of Monarchs That Were Worth
Enough to Enrich Ordin-
ary Mortals.
While a certain New York botei
boasts • bed costing $10,000, this is by
no means the record holder, for there
are instances of beds far more cost
ly, estate.' the Herald, of that city.
The most magnificent of all was that
presented the then czar of Russia by
the shah of Persia some 70 years ago
Possibly appreciating the application
to the Russian ruler of the quotation
that "Uneasy lies the head that wears
a crown," the shah presented a bed
made of crystal, ornamented with mil
ver. It was cut from a solid block
and in addition to being provided witt
steps of blue glass, was furnished with
a fountain that through the night
threw streams or scented water into
the air.
--Not so cosily wig one 1)11W -aborn
bay for a native ruler some years ago
and which Is still in use. At the fout
corners were full-size figures of Grecian
maidens, the ones at the top holtling
stringed instruments, while those at
the foot bore in their hands huge fans
Extending the full length of the bed
was box capable of playing
for alt an hon the repertoire
of tune was exhausted.
The weight of the bony set nit
music box in motion. Irbil et the lame
time the figures at the bead of the bee
fingered the strings of their bistro
inmate, while those at the foot waved
their fans, a concealed motor furnish
lag the power that kept the fans go
log all night long.
The Barber's Substitute.
"What in the world do you want wit!
a phonograph?"
"Oh, you see, I'm a creature of habit
I started recently to shave myself."
"But I find I can't concentrate my
mind on the job unless accompanied
by a steady flow of horse, baseball and
pugllistie talk."—Louissille Curler
Journal. .
THRONE OF THE CAESARS.
Thought to Have Been Found by Ex-
cavators in the Ancient
Ruins.
The official Roman director of exca-
vations thinks he has discovered the
throne of the ancient Caesars, reports
the New York Times. The present ma-
jesty, ruling from the seven hills, has
been to Bee it, and is seemingly not un-
willing to admit its pretensions. The
only description of this imperial seat
so far given is that its covering or
ceiling is ornamented with beautiful
small squares of stucco. It is a raised
dais standing near the chasm of Mar-
cus Curtius, of all the gorges which
wrinkle the surface of the earth the
most renowned in human story.
Voltaire remarked that a throne was
a composition of boards and velvet,
giving thus a sign of Its generally
merethielous and transient character.
That of the Caesars, however, stands
In history azir solidity and ought to be
in its eletnients as enduring as marble
or adamant. Probably we shell hear
all about it one of these days, and per-
balm some American millionaire/ will
try to import it and give it a place
among his artistic treasures.
Lorenzo the Magnificent proposed to
bring the Holy Sepulcher from Jerusa-
lem and set it up as • detail of the
Menicean tomb, still the proudest of
Florentine decorations. Bringing hith-
er the Caesars' throne would hardly be
a more ambitions exploit, though Rome
may be expedited to battle against the
one as Jerusalem did, and successfully,
against the other.
First and last, no doubt, the line of
the Caesars sat on innumerable
benches of pride, the heater from them
only second to that of "the living
throne; the sapphire blase." The im-
perial suggestunk unearthed by ProL
Boni in the Forum Is but one of
these, as Britain's royal chair, going
back more or lees authentically to the
times of Alfred, and still preserved, is
not the only one which the line of
British sovereignty has pressed by •
good many. A single indubitable seat
which had received the crowned Cadm-
an, one after another, from Gotavins
to the ending of the line, would be •
trophy to accumulate upon it the glow
of history till all its dim courts and
aisles were flooded with its radiance.
CORN AT THREE DOLLARS.
tinder the Clever Manipulation of
Women It Brought That
Prim
Up in Pike county, Missouri, where
the me tare ever gallant and the wo-
men fair and full of sweet charity, a
band of modern Ruth" has set a new
resord price for corn, and incidentally
added to the coffers of the poor, reporter
the St. Louis Republic.
It was la Frankford that tbe price
of corn roes to three dollars a bushel
under the clever manipulation of sev-
eral charitable women, who sold their
filearilags in the public square for the
ernes of charity.
The women of the Cumberland Pres-
byterian church of Fraakford last week
let about to rake money for the poor
c(tb.lrcitj. Messrs. R. J. and a. W.
Jones offered them a load of corn from
their farm, just outside the city, pro-
• tbey would go into the field,
gather the ears and hunk the grain
themselves.
The women gladly accepted the offer
and, peodeuring a farm van and a span
at husky Missouri mules, set about
their task.
Tea women, each providing herself
with a lunch, set out one morning late-
ly at nine o'cl000k. leaving Frankfort'
and driving out to the Jones farm.
Driving into the field they started to
pork, and by half-put two that after-
Noon had hooked enough to 1111 the
11•1011 to overflowlag.
Thea,,after a hasty bite of lunch,
they commenced the return trip to
Franidord, driving into Main street,
where they auctioned off the grain.
Standing in the public square is
front of her husband's bank, Mrs. S. re.
Jones sold the corn to the highest bid-
den. When the 31 bushels had been
sold there was $70 in the hands of tile
gleaners for the poor.
It was a good price, even for Missouri
corn to have brought, but it was not
quite enough, and many of the gallant
purchasers donated their cereal pur-
chases to be resold.
Then the auction began over again,
and when the last bushel bad been re-
sold there was an additional $20.50 for
the poor, the 31 bushels having brought
a total price of $90.50.
Grades of Sociel,
"Mrs. Multy is not in Mrs. Billyuna
set at all."
"What's the difference betweel
them?"
'Mrs. Billynne says the Meltys an.
net in such genteel business as them
selves."
"Both made their money with the
same commodity."
"Yes, but with a diffeernce. The
Multys dealt In crude petroleum while
the Billynns made their pile in refines
oil."—BalUmore American.
Hopeless.
The Last Man stood disconsolate.
"I don't care If school keeps or not."
be lamented. "Hasn't every girl eines
the beginning of time said she wouldn't
marry me?"
Herewith be dismally waited for the
final bust up.—N. Y. Sun.
Taking ilre Risks.
'13e kennel give you dem or boob?"
"Yes—en swinter put 'em on de
Stove now."
"What fort"
RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH
Marked Salmon Retaken in the Co--
lumbia River After Four
Years.
"What is believed to be the best evi-
dence of the efficiency of artificial
propagation of salmon that has ever
been secured was recently obtained by
Fish Commissioner Kershaw relative
to the operation of the hatcheries on
the Columbia river," said Deputy Fish
Commissioner Perry Baker recently,
according to the Seattle Poet-Intelli-
gencer. "Mr. Kershaw received tails
and fine of 100 salmon from a single
trap owner on the Columbia river that
were plainly marked hatchery fish,
"When the hatcheries wore placed
In operation on the Columbia river •
system of marking was adopted for
the purpose of ascertaining if any of
the salmon turned out of the river re-
turned to their native spawning
grounds, and in what length of time.
"The marked fins and tails received
by Mr. Kershaw were found to be w-
ain that were turned out of the Kale-
ma and Chinook hatcheries four years
ago. The spawn of these fish was
taken in 1900 and the young salmon
turned out in 1901. The fish were
marked in a Manner that leaves no
doubt of this fact. The small bones in
the fins were cut down and a hole
punched In the tail. The cutting of
tbe bones in the fin is just the same
es a man losing a part of his Anger
—it never grows out ate&
"The Columbia river was practically
depleted when the arttArialwProPsirs^
Ws of salmon was commenced oa
that Krum. and the pest sereral Years
has demonstrated that it has been re-
stocked by some mesas
"While only a part of the ash were
marked when released from the hatch-
eries, the fact that one trap owner oa
the river found at least 100 of these
salmon during the past season is con-
clusive evidence that artificial propa-
gation is the only solution of the prob-
lem to prevent the depletion of Lbs
salmon fisheries.
"Mr. Kershaw asked a number of
the Colur,bia river cannerymen and
trap or rah -s to watch for the marked
@air but the rush of the
de It ow uparently overlooked,
olds OM) rea,. has been re-
.. 'vell.
`. lks aspoulanco t • the sockeye
▪ that are is conducted at
Lb. Ba.lagasm Ws be con-
based al. winter r . large number
of *paw. 6, ̀ 1C2fln Awed in the Nook
sack and Mk -mem
"An air pump bee jest been installed
In connection with the miniature
hatchery and the aquariums. It has
been found that in order to make $
success of hatr.hing salmon and to
keep them alive running water is es.
sentiaL The air pump keeps the wa-
ter in the aquariums bubbling all the
time as it runs through the tanks and
off into the waste."
I were able to swim with an *Bemoat of th went ashore
Hot Star Spangled.
Tar and fathers is not a PsenllarlY
American institution, as has been sup-
posed. It was Richard the Lion Heart-
ed who first proclaimed this punish-
ment. It was when be was setting out
for the third crusade that be gave
warning that "a robber who shall be
convicted of theft shall have his head
cropped lifter the fashion of a ft/tem-
pi= and boiling pitch shall be poured
thereon and the feathers of • emblem
shall be shaken out on him, so that he
shall be known." At the first landing
he was to be it ashore, no matter
wnere the ship might land, and the ale-
mem of a rail was doubtless due to a
lack of that Dort of fence. Perhaps the
western continent may still lay Claim
to that wort of punishment, but the
tar andifeathere are no longer our
own.
Ugly Deer in • Vermont.
It is seriously affirmed that farmers
In the northern part of Rutland county
would like permission to kill • big,
ugly deer that would weigh dressed
300 pounds and has immense horns.
This terror Of the woods, they my,
chases men to cover, will not yield the
right of way when he meets teams in
the road, and in devious ways makes
itima441 decidedly unpleasant Ha
cently paid a visit to a Castleton farm-
er and, when ordered away, refused to
leave, although seven other deer that
were with him turned and fled when
the farmer and his dog went out. The
big deer, however, was in no burner
for debate, and promptly chased the
collie into the barn.-13t. Albans Mew
sun ger.
Greedy Seagulls.
A Neuialmo fisherman had a unique,
experience with a flock of seagulls sett
eral evenings age. He reached Nene-
mo in an open boat containing two
tone of herring,. While uptown the sea,
gulls took possession of the boat Os
his returnoall but 60 flew away. Thli
number had so gorged themselves with,
herring that they could not fly, brie
bopped about in a state of helpieesnriss,
The fillbeirman finally climbed into, las
boat sad lifted them overboard. thee
and
recover
"Ter steam de Snakes out en 'emlat-•-•itront the e rts of their to' t„ Tap.
A' I ant& Constitution, eta /Adger.
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For other information apply to Jas





H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE* tat) NORTH SIFT*
TELEPHONES
Raddonea agli Office agg
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.










80ME GOOD EATERS. HAND-PRCSSED LEMON OIL
Only Way of Extracting the Flavor-
isaw ENGLAND APPETIT= AU ing Matter from the Rind
NOT DELICATE, of the Fruit.
Illighteen Eggs Fried Were Only an
Appetizer and Ear from the
Record—Great Destroy-
ers of Rood.
The men who do the hard work and
"This oil of lemon," said the spice
merchant, "is an exquisite thing. It ii
hand-pressed—pressed by hand out 01
lemon rind. Emelt it."
The odor of the clear oil, says our
informant, suggested sunlit lemon
groves miles In extent on a mountain
breathe ula bracing air 
of
 down east , side overlooking the blue sea.
Olive never been noted for delicacy 011 "I'll tell you how the oil of lemon it. riiiininoniity of appetite; but .1mm,co extracted," he said. "A man site with
Sant exhibitions 02 food 40*--tr116741434 
a sponge In one hand and a piece of
• 
aim eadtao Oka wandia. of the /mum fresh lemon Peel in the other. Hs
and the adtairatioa of visitor', says a Presses the Peel against the sponge
811040F, (Me.) report. . 1 giving it dually • certain difficult and 
irT other night a tall, dextrous twist, and this breaks the
I
hig gaunt maul 
;, siadernd into n Bangor Iona rook .velle In the rind, and the oil—there's
sad abet nonboing the bill of fare fog bnly a half drop of it—comes relict,
OM* minutes, hallitatingly asked.lag antly out upon the sponge.
some trio asp. iga ata what. arm "When tire sponge has taken up the
eget helm, him. mad liked it ap min dribbling' of about a hundred rinds, it
that bip*dsoad mom am___ asig is wet enough to be squeezed out. an
AM% ant ao on own abs big ennsuniel ounce or so of clear sad ;fragrant oil
4 Olt ordsm Oben Sows from it.
ka . servo fried no in tam' "There is no way to extract this oil
u ,sailvag sum dig bread gad ing and twisting the rind by hand. II
tripoli
SIM* *.11111 Order* tempi* *lithe a lemon rind except by squeez-
Idt estspe(ligethaa. When ha bao sn. takes the rinds of about 1,200 lemons
view, aka sis map, who was Irma to make one pound of oil.
S. "dace "Iiihrand Monte onrninotr re. I "Did you, by the way, ever watch a
(narked that he was not teems/ pm nder hold a piece of lemon peel
wen *C00% sag as aa aft% / er a cocktail, and give the peel a
the WORM hOnali grub he had oeotq. Sudden, quick twist? Well, he wet
Weer balAnita 10 get something light o4 1 then flavoring the cocktail with oil oi
dmilegot  lemon, though the quantity be attract
etTb.the . ot of spagutownskiseeotaaa'  et* was so small as to be quite barbel.
-16 ble.
"Imagine doing that bartender twist
until you had collected a quart or so co
this rare oil."
Imp of best, saes. beetstaak and
mass Ism, together with a cab-
bage &la veirstablii and tour
dans aiNgs. The cook did as he was
orderst Ind served the meet best for
dinner.
The aortal& ate until the platter was
as bare as Mr. sad Mrs. Jack Spratt
Wald have made it, and then looked
up expectantly and asked:
-Where's all the rest o' that truck?"
"What track?" asked the bewildered
cook.
"Steak an' other stuff," replied the
captain.
• "Why, I supposed you wanted those
thing for supper, or—"
"Supper be hanged!" roared the skip-
per. "Get something else for supper.
When you buy grub for dinner cook
an' don't be tryin' to starve me to
death. I'm no vegetarrier!"
Down in Calais tjtay tell of a man
who got up hungry the other morn-
ing and hunted around for something
to eat. He boiled and ate 117 egga..and
finding that they were good fresh eggs
tried and ate 19 more, winding up With
a quart of mixed pickles and seven
biscuits,
The smallest sailor man who ever
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johnny
,Mills. was famed for his underdeck
capacity. One day on board the
schooner Ruth Darling he ate his own
dinner and also the share of two other
members of the crew who had gone
*whore and failed to come back. Then
pa he sat on the rail smoking his pipe,
3ohnny astonished the cook by saying:
"It's poor grub s,ad little of it ye
have aboard o' this one. It's close
steerin' a man has to get a nit an' a
• "Why, Johnny. what more would
you have on top o' that big b'lled del-
ver?" asked the cook.
retilied Johnny, as he
rolled his eyes aloft "Oh, well, I'm
thinkin' I could get away right now
with a good bunk o' mutton an' a tee
prance. an' a plate o' puddlte an' • bit
o' a loaf o' rye bread au'—an' half a
gallon o' ale-0."
Leng-Range Electricity.
From the Victoria talks to Witwaters-
rand, • distance of 700 miles, enetneers
propose to carry electrical power to
pine South African goad. They are'con
• 
-
vinced the plan will he coMmercially
•successful. (especially as the •Iry climate
K most favorable. while there is no Ice
In the rivers to interfere with the work-
bag of the turbines and no snow to brea I
down the transmission lines. It is
matted that in the driest seemn 660,00
horse power could be doteloped. The
available head of water is about 330
feet, but a head of 1,000 feet could be ob-
tallied by engineering works of a com-
paratively light type. This would pro-
duce about 1.000.000.000 horse power
At present $15,u00.000 is spent annually
on thi Rand for power.
Chance for the Church.
• missionary In southwestern Oregon,
apologizing for the infrequency of his
letters, explains: "My days have been
spent is the saddle, and at night 1 am
▪ either too tired to write or else I have
lug place or opportunity to wilts stalt.
Last Thursday I made 66 miles on horse-
ba*, over a rough trail Solid virgin
forests for 40 miles and not a dwelling
place to stop. I sin now on the northern
ilk end of Lake Klamath. Klamath county,
'ithe most southern country in Oregon. It
Is a lumber and logging country. The
church is unknown here. God. is not
thought of and Sunday is like other
days. The church has a great open door
In theme regions."
Wanted It at Once.
HI disown you," cried the angry Pa-
rent; "I shall cut you off with a shit-
line"
4 "Yes, sir," replied the erring son
welds, "and might I have that abillinS
sow?"—Life.
Accommodating.
"Very sorry---101 my daughters are al-
ready engaged." ,
"Al,, well, never mind; I'll call again
next time thet.,'s a vacancy."—Sphere.
Rather a Different Thing.
4; "NOW, Mr. Green, where are you go-
ling? Are you trainitig for a race?" '
"No!" Omitted Mr. Green in return,
"I'm rialto; ler & train!' —Puck.
SCENTED LUBRICATING OIL
OW for the Bearings of the Deli-
' oat* Drills Employed by
Dentists.
"No, we don't perfume axle grease.
nor do we scent the oil used on the
Journals of freight cars" said the deal-
er, "but there Is one lubricating oU
that we do scent, and that is the fine
oil used on dentists' drills.
"Such drills, tiny little drills of beau-
tiful workmanship, %are made nowa-
days for use in every possible position.
There are drills thet prdect from the
shaft at • right angle, this being made
possible by the daintiest little bevel
gearing you ever saw, within the drill
head. Others are set at an obtuse
angle, and others, again, are set at an
acute angle.
"With one or another of these vari-
ous drills you can drill out a hole in
any tooth in any direction, up or down
or from the front or the back or the
side, but of course the little drills
wouldn't run smoothly or nicely with-
out lubrication, and you wouldn't want
to put 'fish oil in a patient's mouth,
already suffering enough, probably.
"So here is where *coated lubricat-
ing oil is used, on dentists' drills—on
the solid part, within the casing that
constitutes the handle, attached to the
end of the flexible shaft and on the
dainty gearing at the head of the drill
Itself—fine oil, that is scented with
just a touch of attar of room.
DOG'S NAME IN DIRECTORY
Utica List Contains One with Occu-
pation Given as rhat—o-ir --
Watch man.
"Robert Badger°, watchman, No. 11
West street," is the way it read in the
Utica city directory, and the woman
who responded to the bell call told
the man at the door that "Bob" was in,
says the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
"I'd like to see him," remarked the
caller, for he was in search of • watch-
man for his establishment.
"Here Bob! here Bob!" called the
woman, and I live& bull terrier rushed
into the hall.
And then the woman laughed, for
thet Robert Badger° in the directory
was none other than "Bob," the mas-
cot of the Utica es Mohawk Valley Rail-
way company, who had been listed in
the directory as a "watchman" because
that's east what he was.
Bob is probably the only dog on reo
on4 who has his name in a city direct.
tory. He Is the property of Milford
Badger°, private secretary of Genera)
Manager Allen, of the street railway.
He is known by all employee of the
line, and is always a welcome passen-
ger'. who need pay no fare
A short time ago Bob went to Rome
with the company's claim agent and
became strayed there. When the claim
agent reached home Bob was there.
He had taken an earlier trolley.
The Chauffeuse.
He lay prostrate in the duet.
"Alas!" he cried, "you have broken
my heart!"
Her dark eyes, wild with fright,
questioned mutely the ambulance stir
geon.
"No," he said; "it's only two *ribs
and the left shoulder blade."
With an exclamation of relief the
chauffeuse, or lady automobilist, pulled
the lever and sped on.—Philadelphia
Bulletin.
Haunting Fear.
"Yee, there is one cloud on my fa
tore'.'
"What is that?"
"I do So fear that when I have
worked so hard to make a name to go
down to posterity they may go and
put me in a hall of fame."—Baitimor•
American.
Not Worried.
"They say the race le growing small-
er every year," observed the'scientise
gravely.
"That doesn't out any figure!"
chirped Rusynian. "Nowadays a Mae
In mewl reel be the !dee of Mb pocket
book!"- •Detroit Free Press.
HOME-WRECKING PHONES.
One Man at Least Who Wishes
They Had Never Been
Invented.
Telephones, they say, are respon-
sible for more broken engagements
end bored husbands than any other
One thing. A set of men smoking
after dinner at one of the clubs this
Week said so, anyway, and several of
them are in a way of knowing. One
I. literally on Le verge of breaking
his engagement because the girl in-
sists upon calling him up at least
three times a day, and if he isn't
where/she thinks he should be at
that tour she trails him until he is
Located, says the New York Telegram.
His most strenuous game of bridge
is broken into at the club by her call
on the phone; he is made to leave the
ticker to hear her dulcet voice amid
the shouts of .operators on the floor
of the exchange to ask if he still loves
her. As though this were not enough,
she call him in the morning before he
goes downtown, and if ever there was
a man on the verge of riot it is this
The curious part of It is the girl,
who is old enough to know better,
cannot be made to realize that sa-
tiety is fatal and that, no matter how
much a man May cars for her, be does
not enjoy the sentiment duties busi-
ness Boum itqrscrer, he does not
care to have yoke wired as, not
even by telephone, and women who
are prone to do this will do well to
grasp the fact and let the man feel
free, eves if he isn't.
As for bored husbands; When they
are called at the canoe or afterwarn
every time they are late coming home,
or when the office boy is called upon
by an irate or distracted wife to fur-
nish information, the men after a bit
grew hot in that region of the anatomy
known as the collar. But many wives
seem to be °envious to the effect and
trouble reigns in the household.
Fixed and immovable habits of de-
votion, by the way, sometimes have
their drawbacks. A certain man who
has been married for more than forty
years has called his wife at noon on
the phono every day without fail from
his oMce since telephones were first
Installed, He does not care if she is
not at home to answer, but he wishes
to find out if all is right or if she
/Ashes anything. There have been
days when for one reason or another
he was delayed for an hour or more
in calling. If his wife is at home on
that day she almost dies of nervous
prostratioa, for ebe is certain that
something has happened to him. He
has either fallen dead of heart fail-
ure or Imo been crushed beneath the
wheels of an automobile and she has
been a widow in her mind many times
over when the bell tinkles for his call
and serenity is restored.
REMAINS TO BE PROVEN.
Colloquy of Two Ancients Which
Was Prophetic of Modern
Geeditions.
Concerning this treaty, then, said
Karpicus, was it not made with Carlos
Morales?
Of • truth, be answered, relates the
New Yort-Tribune, I believe it was.
And was not Carlos Morales the
chief of state of the Dominican repub-
lic?
Yea, truly! What you imply is nol
to be denied.
Then what shall we say? Is it not
quite certain that the sole object of the
treaty was to keep Morales perpetually
at the head of the state? And should
we not therefore reject it?
Ineeed, it might seem so, Karpicus.
be said, were it not that Morales has
now betaken himself to flight and by
his own act is no longer chief.
In, that case, said Karrecus, shall we
not aMrm—nay, shall ette not even be
ready to swear by the nine gods of
war—that we have made a treaty 'with
chaos?
I do not follow you in that, h'e re-
plied, for, although Morales is indeed
gone; the government remains un-
moved. and it exhibits unchanging loy-
alty to the treed?
But, then, if the treaty did not avail
to keep Morales in his place, should we
not, for that reason, reject it?
By Zeus! Karpicust he exclaimed,
you must be what those who are to
exist about 23 centuries hence will cal;
a crank! For, first, thinking the treaty
was a cinch for Morales, you would
therefore condemn it; and now, per
eeiving it was no cinch at all for Mo-
tales, you would also on that twee:met
equally condemn it!
Yes, said Karplcus, that is so, for I
am "agin' the administration," and a
La fitting that I should swat it both s-
corning and a-going!
But at that he swung his well-
greaved leg and Kicked Karpicus 19
parasangs into the middle of next
week.
Russian Woman Socialist.
Vera Zassulich, who was expelled
frog* Russia, has for many years been
one of a group of leaders who, from
Geneva and other capitals, have been
directing the socialist propaganda In
Russia and who, it is said, brought
about the present crisis there. She
once attempted the life of the much
dreaded General Trepoff, father of the
present general, and was the first
woman revolutionist who ever shot at
an officer in Russia.
Trouble for the Tender Heart.
"Yes," said the man gently, "I
ways feel better after the old wee
leave the trolley car. It makes
uncomfortable to sit and see
earthen?: on to the straps."—Indian
KILL MOOSE FOR PICTURES
New Brunswick Guides Bewail the
Desecration of Canaan
Woods.
Canaan woods have been desecrated,
the guides and residents of the prov-
ince believe. They have been opposed
to the invasion of hunters, but when
a moving picture machine was brought
Into the sacred preserves of the woods
they felt that all bounds had been
plumed.
The Canaan woods, a vast tract in
the heart of New Brunswick, probably
contains more moose than any other
tract of the same extent in the world.
Home weeks ago a party came here
from Boston in a private car and there
was much speculaUon concerning the
uses of a queer looking machine that
formed part of the outfit Dr. Heber
Bishop, a railroad man, of Bolden, who
.as Visited Cu' Woods regular-
ly for several miebbas,'ivras the leader
Of the party, and with him were R. E.
Pollen, head of the New England Fish
and Game association; C. Everett
Johnson, F. T. Marisa, artist, and G.
W. Bitter, of New York, and Harris B.
COG, of Boston.
"Must be one of them Galling guns,"
said Charley Coates, viewing a "trance
piece of apparatus. Charleril 9.1011012
was accepted and loud murnotti4 pro-
test arum. until 1t was explellitil that
the stainire eris • astrring4tabir•
machine. The Party proceeded to Jim
Ityder's camp, tieback in the woods
as one of the lakes.
Mr. Follett and Mr. Johnson 'peat
sae night in a crows' nest selling
Mow About daybreak one of the
guides hurried into the camp with the
afros that moose were answering their
cells. The picture machine was her
tied out to the crows' nest, but John-
son and Follett had already gilled a
1,200-pound bull, measuring 64 inches
enrtqle the antlers. They went through
the motions of killing the huge animal
again for the benefit of the picture
machine.
Dr. Bishop had even better luck; he
was paddling in a birch bark canoe
with two guides when a moose came
swimming toward the craft around a
point The picture machine happened
to be set up on shore, and an excellent
pictute of Dr. Bishop killing the ani-
mal was takep. This was his twenty-
eighth moose. A mile of Alm was ex-
posed, making between 40,000 and 60,-
000 single pictures.
QUEER PARISIAN RESORT.
iissetanrant Where the "Arboreal"
Tendency of Nan Is Ca-
tered To.
A shrewd but unscientific person
once complained that Darwin had
omitted fro mhis "Descent of Man" one
of the principal facts which would sup-
port his theory of an "arboreal ances-
tor," and that was the inherent pro-
pensity of mankind to climb trees, says
the New York Tribune.
Whether this proclivity shows de-
scent from some simian ancestor who
"nightly climbed his family tree, and
on the top reposed," one may leave
Darwinians and anti-Darwinians to de-
aide, but the fact that "Robinson." tne
extraordinary Paris suburb of dwell-
ings and testaments in trees, has ex-
isted for over half a century, and still
flourishes, may be taken as proof that
the mama for tree climbing endures.
"Robinson" was discovered in the
year 184$ by a man named Guesquin.
It was then a wild and unfrequented
spot, seven miles south of Paris, and a
mile or two from the pretty little vil-
lages cf Sceaux and Fontenay-aux-
Roses. A lane ran along the side of a
hill a little below the summit, and was
bordered by a huge elm and chestnut
tree—an odd corner of the great forest
which once encircled Paris for many
miles.
He bought some land thereentirely for
his own benefit, and not for that of his
rare guests, nailed beams to the largest
limbs of the stateliest tree on his tiny
estate, some 30 feet above the ground.
and on these erected a summer howe
reached by a wooden stair, where he
could sit of an evening to smoke hie
pipe anti enjoy the lovely view of the
Seine valley.
Being hardly more than a couple of
hours' walk from the great University
of the Sorbonne, it chanced that a stu-
dent who was taking a walk one Sun-
day afternoon Poole out the spot, was
pleased with it, and came again, bring
lug some of his comrades. They in
turn told ethers, and in a few weeke
Guesqvin'e aeriul restaurant became a
favorite eesott of the collegians.
Pulque Brandy.
Pulqne brandy is described as a die
bones' decoction from a species 01
cactus that if left on a desert island
by itself would raise a riot. Fortu-
nately for civilization, this fiery pa
tion has not become an article eV cora-
merce, but is distilled and drunk by
low-grade Mexican half-breeds ano
renegade whites of old Mexico, whc.
can lay claim to a useful place in
hature only by ekterminating eacn
other.—Port land Oregonian.
Salt Beef ital3Veee
Indicative of the radical changes that
are being made in the British navy is
this recent statement by the admiralty:
"No more contracts for supply of salt
beef havo been entered into, as it has
been decided to abolish this article
of diet." Cold storage takes the place
of the beef barrel.
Touched Him.
"Mid that magnetic healer do you
good?"
"Yes, be did me good and plenty;
merely touched me, and made ree give
uu five evaL
HORSES THAT DIVE.
TWO THAT PERFORM REGULAR,
LY BEFORE AUDIENCES.
Animals Seem to Enjoy the Fun as
Much as the People Who Witness
the Performance—Variety
of Equine Tricks.
The intelligence displayed by man)
of our animals, both wild and domes-
tic, Is surprising. Dogs and horses, ea
pecially, from their long association
with man, and because of their natural
temperament, can be taught a great
many interesting and beautiful tricks,
says St. Nicholas. We have all seen
dogs carrying bundles, papers, or bale
kets along the street, and know how
faithful they are in their charges.
neither stopping to play with others of
their kind, nor allowing any one but
their master to aellev• them of their bur-
den. °emir teats that thew faithful
creatures often perform are: "Beg-
ging." "rolling ever," walking and dew-
ing on their hind legs, and jumping over
sticks or through the arms. Horses, be-
sides performing many feats which are
taught them, often show considerable
intelligence in unfastening gates or let-
ting down hare so that they may escape
from the pasture.
One of the most beautiful feats that
I have ever sets performed by horses is
the high diving ley "King" and "Queen."
These two beautllul animals were raised
on a western American farm. They are
both snowy white and perfectly formed.
King has dark, lustrous eyes, while hie
mate has light-blue ones; both have
pinkish muzzles, and both are kept im-
maculately clean and carefully
groomed, as such valuable animals
should be.
It is said that they were both kept in
pastures on the opposite sides of a river,
the bank on the side on which King was
kept being high and overhanging the
water. Both animals had always shown
a fondness for the water, and one would
often make the plunge into the river
and swim across to join its mate. From
watching this performance was con-
ceived the idea of training them to ex-
hibit in public, an idea which was car-
ried out with the greatest success.
A "knocklowa" staging was con-
structed, and is carried about with the
horses and used at every performance;
it has an incline of about 30 degrees, and
the top is about 30 feet above the water
about two feet below the top platform
is a small one, on which the horses
place their feet just before making
the plunge; This is so that their bodies
may take a more vertical position, and
that they may strike the water with the
least resistance.
They require about 12 feet of water
in which to make their dive. They are
most often shown at places where
there is a natural body of water for the
purpose; but frequently a pit is dug, and
the bottom is covered with canvas
which is filled with water, and In this
improvised tank they do their "st n
twice dally—in the afternoon and
lug.
The two horses are stationed at the
point where they are to leave the wa-
ter, and one of them usually Queen arse
Is led to the foot of the incline. With a
toss of her head, she quickly runs to the
top of the staging, looks over to see if
the course la...cleas,, then without hesita-
tion (trope her fore feet to the small plat-
form and makes the leap. They striko
the water with their fore feet extended
and the bead thrown back on the shoul-
ders, so that the shock is not unduly
great. They are under water from three
to six seconds; then, with a shake of the
head to clear the eyes, each makes for
the spot where the mate is standing
King is apparently prouder and more
deliberate than Queen; he goes up the in-
cline slowly, and pauses at the top te
look about at the crowd of people below,
often whinnying apparently to attract
attention to himself. He makes the
more graceful Jive of the two, keepine
his fore feet straight, while Queen hat
hors doubled when in the air. As soot,
as they come from the water they are
rubbed dry. covered with blankets, ands,
let O. the stable, where they are careful-
ly groomed. ,N
Occasionally we find ROMP one etc
thinks it is cruel to "make" horses dive
from such a height; but the fact is that
they do not appear to dislike it at all,
and they certainly like to be In th,
water. How much more fortunate arc
they than many of their kiryi that have
to do the hardest sort of work from
morning until night, and often
upon scanty or insufficient rade ns!
These horses have the best of care, the
best of feJd, and plenty of exercise, and
apparently are in the best of health and
humor. They have been petit/Med frini




The automobile rushed down the
road—huge, gigantic, sublime. Over
the fente hung the woman who works
hard and long—her husband is at the
cafe and she has 13 little ones. (An un•
lucky number.) Suddenly upon the
thirteenth came the auto, unseeing,slew
him, and hummed on unknowing., The
woman who works hard and long rushed
forward with hands, hande made rough
with toll, uprai:,-ad She paused and
stood inarticulate—a Oddest, a giantess
Then she burled fcifth these wbrde of
derision, of despair: "Mon Dieu! And
I'd just washed him!"—Le Sport, Paris
Of Course It Was.
A wedding ceremony had come to a
close. The mother sniffecrtonvulsi rely,
and the bride dabbed her pretty eyes
with a handkerchief. One of the brides-
maids was also affected to tears.
"Why do you weer'' asked a grooms-
man Of the bridesmaid; "It's not your
wedding." The girl looked at him scorn-






Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"--Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman 'Sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8o it, in.
and St. Augustine to a. tn.. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals ei route.
"Florida Special'—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. in., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
M. and St. Augustine at to p. or.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Puli-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:45
p. in. daily, running through to
Kuoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. in. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savanah, arriving at
Jeksonville at 9 a. in.
Wmter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 3tst, ar•
now on sale ?' 'ow rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Ashville and "Land of
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice vers.
For the "Land of the Sky,"-"Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklett, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St, Louis, W C.
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In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-








Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long whiter
eveniegs. They are playing
now at our store. Come in










NA.-e have a few boxes of Hurds' and
Cranes' stationery in latest styles.
„
On account;of boxes being slightly




WANTED—Pereee4h - S. Army;
able-bodied unmaitied.ienen between
ages of VP and t1,1:4tizens of the
UniteAlt.ltes, of character and
temWWipbiti7-11,14,1*-, n speak, read
and write-English. For ;n4.—octru.1./va4
aPPlY "r4"/reeem1ting offices, New
Richrnorra House. Paducah, ICY
VITA&TEltr-itheap board for stud-
ents in prirme' families. They pay
montrylii advance. State cheapest
rate, . Apply Draughon's Practical
Bi •tsbless';eirffegt,' 3 416, Broadway,•
phone 1755.
, •. 
AV4T-1).7.To buy fresh milk
'00ert..'"oflood' pekes rtaict:'•Ring old
phone 5357-4.
• WANTED—At Owe. 75 colored
girls to pick peanuts. Steady em-
ployment.. Apply Southern Peanut
company of -ghat and Washington
streets at 7 a. m. • •
WANTED—Twenty boys to claws
brick on lot next to Weilles at
7 o'cloctlk. G. W. ICATTERJOMN.
FOR grLE—Several articles of
hoimehold fetrniture. Apply be-.
tween s and 3 p. m. Wednesday ct
507 South Third street.
'THE RIVERSfir.w.du .
There gets away this afternoon 'at
5 o'clock for the Tennessee river, the
steamer Clyde. She gets back next
Monday night.
The attester Kentucky comes out
•of the Tennessee rivet tomorrow
night, ere until five o'clock
Situ , .n,- before getting
;•-osit -tshel her.rs4lavis trip. ry-- . - -
Is i$ . Theee.gets out for taieci this morn-k  ,,,g .4,11. ri,' Dirk Fowler,g the
',1-...behieb ' - • creedal about it
it ,
l'i o'Ciliit ..., ' A •
feom Evans-
•"_ville 4. Wier, which
"'goes away. .t
1,1 ns yesterS4
went 'foe' lie and comes' back
again lo r
,Tho t eteein t Allay from
- Oarlisvsr kerbs' immediately
for Nashville.
4 ,, • , Thefels Le.l. lefttlinethis . yet.
terilair an getfejlere totnertrdie en
Youtib up feat Ciecinnati. '
The,_Geogria Lee leavesl'Cincinnati






Notice is hereby given to all per-
sons to clean your bank premiss and
get ready for inspection of sanitary
officers as they will be started on the
inspection in a shorn time and being
ready will save trouble and expense:
Order a, Eioard ifit Health.
W. T. GRAVES, Health Officer.
General Manager C. M. Budd of
the West Kenteckie 'coal company
has• returned from New York.





It is a new, pleasant combina-





Carefully, prepared in our ,
own laboratory.
R. W. WALKER & CO.,.
.-..„ INCORPORATED. ..
,Druggists, Fifth and Biwa".
Both Phones r75.
_SPECIAL VENIRE
for the scholastic year commencing
ings to which they were assigned
next September, are as follows:
Jefferson building—J. T. Ross;
Longfellow—W. P. /Johnson; Frank-
lin—W. H. ISiugg; Washington as-
sistant principal—W. E. Everett;
Barnes some money. It proved the Lincoln—E. W. Benton; Garfield—
mother-in-law did not sign the order. e• D. Hibbs. The salaries were or.
Elliott now lives in Texas. 'tiered to remain the same as this
The robbery charge against Alice year, they being Professor Ross
Hubbard wai.t over until the next $85o per year; ProfesSor /ohnson
session, while the housebreaking
case against lissie Robertsdn was $75
0; Professor Payne $1,400; Pro-
filed away. lessor Joe 
Ragsdale $85o;i Professor
The housebreaking charge against Marvin Ragsdale $665; Professor
Perry Bryant was postponed until Benton 665 and Professor Hibbs
next September. He is charged with $522.50. Those for Professor Sugg
breaking into Wallerstein's clothing and Everett remain the seine also.
establishment'. everal years ago. He Superintendent Lieb and Building
skipped out, forfeiting his bond. !Superintendent Royer were em-
Continuances were given Clarence powered to. remedy the bad urinal
and Marion Clark, and Virgil, Charles drainage at the Washington build-
and- 'Wlurth Holcomb, all of whom nig surface water closets.
are charged wi h gambling. i 
The indietmoit against Henry 
It was decided that after school 
 
uismisses next Jane that the build-
Midler was continued. 'He is charg-
ed with furnishin liquor to a minoro'ng roalt be 
freshly painted.
The Paducah Construction com-
Bec,ky Huds was given a post-jpatty erected the new McKinleyponetenent of ---dictment charging
her with a nuisance. building in Mechanicsburg, and the
plastering on the ceiling and walls
Indictments Returned. is very soft. Attempts have been
The grand jury is getting down to often made to get the contraitors to
business, having retarned yesterday tix the soft places, but they claim
a number of indict-ents, despite the they put on the plastering according
fact that it was empaneLed and en" to the specifications. Now the board
tered upon the discharge of its du-,decided during the meeting that
ties only the day before. This is there will be kept Szec. withheld
earlier than usual for a report from . •• from the contractors, unless the
that body, as for many terms past it latter scrape the soft. places of
has been at least four or five days the wall and ceiling, and replace it
before they commenced turning in
bills found against parties accused wi
th hard solid plastering of the
of different crimes. 'proper kind.
Fred Cooper was indicted on the! The Interstate Odd Fellows as-
e.,f•:ge of maliciously cutting James sociation holds its annual gathering
Ich, both colored. Leech claim- here April 26th, at which time hun-
C, oper was assaulting Sallie Blake- dreds of visitors will be in the
ly, and had her on the floor to whip city. A parade will be given an I
her when he took the female's part. the trustees were invited to partici-
and Cooper cut -him for it. This in- pate in the procession in a ody.
dietment was set for the fiith day of The board accepted.
this term for trial. In his monthly report Supt. Lieb
Mike Joicc was indicted on the stated that there had been settled
charge of ob:aining money by false satisfactorily with the street rail-
pretenses, and confessing to tht
crime. wa given one 
year in the way company the question ofs 
letting schoolchildren over twelvzpenitentiary+. It is claimed he stole
years of age ride on half-faresome metal from another party and
sold it to the Jackson foundry at checks, provided the children were
First and Kentucky, avenue for possessed of an identification card,
eighty cents, by claiming the prop-
erty was his.
''Henry H'ollowiy, colored, was in-
dicted on the charge of killing Geo.
Travis, down about rTwelfth and Ter-
rell streets 'ast 9.041fiber. Hollo-
way had had trodble with another ne-
gro a few nights before the killing
and the night of the shooting was
passing the house galmlovis, when he
saw inside the darkey with whom he
had fallen out. Holloway walked in
and, drawing his gun, started to
shoot the other, when Travis leaped
in between them and received the
bullet in his forehead, it producing
in3tant death. Hlolloway remained at
large severtl days,, but finally came
is Chestnuts day sad surrendered.
For the fifth day this action was set
for trial.
George Brown was indicted for al-
leged grand larceny, it being claimed
that one day while Wallerstein's wa-
gon was out delivering packages of
clothing, thatailrovr-1 s ipped in white
the. uriver was in a. house. and stole
two suits of clothing. Another der-
(Continued From First Page.)
showing they were scholars.
! The superintendent brought before
the board the fact that much obscene
literature had been taken away 'from
school children, amongst which was
some distributed by firms advertis-
ing their business in this objection•
able manner. While along this tree•
the trustees adapted a resolution to
be sent to the council, asking that
the city license be taken away from
any firm found advertising its busi-
ness in this obscene manner by use
of pictures and books to filthy for
human beings to touch.
The superintendent wants .libra-
ries installed in every school, haild-
ing, he -claiming the Caine
ry is not sufficient for' lank
needs. This question wats-laie In
-
the library committee to take and
see what can be done.
The report of the treasurer show-
ed that March itt there was a bal-
ance in the treasury of 4,124402,
while during that mouth Wet&
was spent, and than enough „receiv-
ed to leave a present balance of $7.-
ky is charged with being an accom- 218.12.
puke, but has not yet been arrested. The monthly pay-roll of the tkath-
Burglary was charged in the indict- era waseallowed, it amounting tO $4.-
meta brought in against Jim Brad- 407.85.
shaw, who is accused of entsring the There was brought up the question
home of S. P. Ragsdale. on North that City Solicitor Campbell has nev-
Ninth street. .with the intention of er made out the deed transferring
stealing. 'He was intercepted inside the old Mechanicsburg school prop-
the place. erty from the City of Paducah ot the
Charles Lee, colored, was indicted school board, therefore the trustees
for alleged obtaining money under cannot sell it to Mr. J. K. Bondu-
filSe pretenses. It is claimed he rant, who offers $1,000 for it. It was
stole a set of harness from Me. Will decided to prod 
the solicitor and see
lerstein, the - clothier, and sold the if he could not get up the, deed
same to Lem Jones for $r. Another soon.
like indictment was returned against. Miss Bertha Kiettler resigned her
hint, accusing hint of stealing another position in the schools, she intend-
set of harness from Lee Bolton and ing to get married thortly, -bui no
setling it to Jones also. successor was cnosen.
Mrs. Kelly owns 'property adjoin-
Sell School ing the 
Washington school building
on Broadway. A bay window pro-
jects out from her home that sits
right up to the property. The win-
dow extends out over the school
property, but she has contended that
particular spot of ground belongs to
her. The trustees got City Engineer
Washington to survey the ground.
and the latter reported to the board
that Mrs. Kelley did not own the
ground on which the ,window sits,
but that it was school property. He
showing this by his wirveys, ate trus-
tees gave Mrs. Kelly thirty days to
(Continued from First Page.)
Iv an hour, those wanting to put off
the election until next month, ex-
planing that their reason was be-
cause much complaint had been en-
tered • against Professor Joseph
Ragsdale of the rourth and Ohio
etreet-btriteling. was- theie• de--
sire to look into the complaints be-
tor he was chostn Tor another year. move the window, over which guile
Professor Ragsdale is the one who a controversy has existed.
had the fight with Blacksmith Ed-
v‘ard Morgan because the professor
whipped the blacksmith's boy for
fighting. Morgan was fined $50 in
the police court for whipping the
professor because the latter cor-
rected the other's lad. The argu-
ments in the premises brought out
expressions that the trustees knew
thoroughly the nature of the coin-
plaints, ard that same should be
ignored, a's they seemed .to be mere-
ly apitework. On the vote being
taken Bechenback Walston and
Byrd balloted to put off the prin-
cipal's elections until next.-month,
while Williamson, Gellman, List,
Platter, and Pitcher voted to hold it I
now. The other four trustees were
absent, but. the fivg wanting it done
now, being' a majority, the elections
were entered into, and every old
principal re-elected by a unanimous
vote. The principals and the build -
Children who live in the county,
but come to the city pui.)1!e, schools
have to pay tuition. A jitive of
Dave Street, the steambt clerk,
came from the county city
schools, but now Mr. Str'teè uses
to pay the tuition. The city
tor was ordered, to sue him.
Tapp of the county also haa\
in the city schools, and he en
written to, asking that the t
paid. fle never replied to the- m-
trumication, and the trustees
a registered letter sent him, and Ise
does not reply or pay the money, he
will be sued.
Superintendent Lieb complained to
the board that many of the school
teachers were tardy getting to school.
The secretary was directed to fine
each teacher who got to his or he;
building late.
There was presented to th• trus-
tees an order from. Judge Lightfoot,
of the quarterly court, ordering that
the board hold up Miss Emma Mor-
gan's salary, because David L Van-
Culin bad sued her in the judge's
court for $1,35.o6 claimed due on her
account for artic:,.5 bought of Van
Colin. The salary was ordered held
up, subject to coati orders.
The board then adjourned.
TO THE PUBLIC.
/ take thts occasion to notify by
friends and the public, that I am
no longer connected with the Padu-
cah Undertaking company, com-
posed, as I am informed, of S. P.
Pool, I- 0. Stephenson and D. L
Adams.
I am now conducting an under-
taking establishmert of my own at
No. 213 South Third street, and
shall be glad to serve all my former




Yesterday morning there arrived at
the home of Deputy Sheriff Rime
Ogilvie, of Arcadia, a new deputy
sheriff in the person of a fine eleven
pound boy that has already been
named Hume Ogilvie, Jr. 'He is
handsome, just like his father, and a
big boy.
Miss Myrtle Duncan has gone to
Abeline, Texas to el-Sit.
On Slaterday Matinee and night,
at The Kentucky, Y. C. Alley will
present to the theatre goers of this
city the achrue of musical comedy.
"rinderella," a work which enjoys
deservedly a larger share of popu-
lar favor this often falls to the lot
of this evanescent form of stage
entertainmeht. The songs are
dainty, the dalogue bright and the
beauty chorus which is a. fsp.ture of
this attraction newer fails win
admiration by all. The /
sent by Mr. Alley to this c
in it many who have remai
Cinderella during a long time
reign, and the caste in its
suggests that the management t_
periences no trouble in keeping ellte
production up to. the high standard
fixed by the original performances.
It Is very seldom that a company of
this size visits the small cities as
the expense in transporting it
amounts to no small item, but by
a special inducement from the man-
ager of the theatre he secured the
attraction for one night and a
mat;nee.
Spectacular "Monte Cristo."
The Dames drama, "Monte Cris-
to," easily lends itself to the lavish
hands of the producer, and James
Orbleill is this year Provided with
a production that said to be the
most superbly spectacular yet givers
the piece. Mr. O'Neill, however, is
so closely identified with the chair-
acter of Edmund Dantes that it
seems impossible to tell which has
the greater drawing card—the mem.
of Edmund Dantes and it is like
skimming the pages of a fairy tale
Yet all the emotions, feelings, am-
bitions and sordid desires of oast
are__ portrayed_ with a clear artiLiec.
steking hand,- and the lessons of
life are taught in unmistakable '5c
terms. In addition to Me. O'Neill,i
a strong suziporting coMpanY %WI&
be seen at the Kentucky on next
Monday night.
Henrietta Croatnati" Coming.
Henrietta Crosman will appear at
The Kentucky on next Tuesday
when she will present her latest
comedy success, "'Mary, Mary,
Quite Contrary." Announceraent of
the visit of Miss Crosman and her
company will appeal to all play-
goers. In "Mary, Mary,.iatiite Con-
trary," she has strengthened her
position as the most gifted comed-
ienne now playing in English. She
has duplicated the triumphs
achieved in "Mistress Nell,"
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs," "As- You
like, It," and other comedies. She
has further proved her versatility
and breadth of comedy attainmens,
tor. her latest play, she has de-
from "costume" parts- and
frolhantic comedy roles and. is now
portraying a young woman. of to-
day.
"Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary" is.
modern. Miss Crosman is an up-
to-date woman of wealth and high,
social station, who views the world
gayly, has a mind of her Own and
generally aims to get her own way,
not always heeding opinions and
appearances in the methods she pur-
sues to attain her purpose. And'
she fancies she doesn't like men.
So many have paid homage that
she has come to view the entire
sex with scorn and to- hug -the- be-
lief that her heart is safe. She
learns her error and' the temon,
taught her by a man who has be-
lieved himseW a woman hater.
"Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary" is
a bright and sparkling comedy,
bounding in mirth' and merriment,
witty in dialogue and entertaining
episodes. It afford* Min Crosman
every opportunity for the display of
that vivacity, bouyaney and' charm
which have made her famous and
popular. She will' he supported- by
the company that was with her at





The World's Greatest BOusantie
Actor.
Mr. James O'Neill
IN A FIRM', ONLY ANIS POSI-
TIVELY FAREWELL TOUR
MONTE CRISTO
The Ploy He Madre Iftimmas
:11"
Prime .3-33-50-750.am Mee










A show that pleases both old
Young.





Mouth and Eyes Covered With'
Crusts—Face-Itched Most far—
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_Patrons of the Water CONSpitar
are reminded that their water rent
expired March pet.. Those who
desire to renew them should do so
before it is forgotten. ler Preeniola
not paid for on or Wets Aril terth.,
will be shut off.
The prompt paymeat of water
rents will save venation and ant tit,'
the consumer, and implement duties





















Prospects tor 'Shortage of Coal April I
BuyiTRADh14/A7 ER COAL now and save money
tOAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVA'nOIR. LUMP 13 CENTS PER BUSHEL NUT . re CENTS PER BUSHEL
PROMPTODE:LIVERIY. Both Telephones254.
Foot of
St! West Kentucky. Coal Co.
Incorporated
